
Assigned debtorP

An Assigned debtor is a Legal person role where the 
Legal person is either the Customer or the Ultimate 
debtor of a Factoring operation, depending on the 
type of Factoring operation, specifically with our 
withour resourse).

Financial contractC

*PF Financial contract Reference date
*PF Financial contract Reporting agent identifier
*P Financial contract identifier
* Inception date

Legal final maturity date
* Financial contract type

A Financial contract is a legally binding 
document under which one or multiple 
Instruments and / or Credit facilities are 
created.

Central bank and private sector company other than 
corporation

P

An Central bank and private sector company other than 
corporation is an Central bank and private sector 
company that is not a Corporation. This type includes 
Non-profit institutions serving households according 
to the European system of accounts.

Master netting counterpartyP

A Master netting counterparty is a 
Organisation role where the Organisation 
is involved in a Master netting agreement.

AdvanceI

* Advance type

An Advance is a Loan (excluding Reverse repurchase agreement) 
and Advance that is an Advance according to Annex V, Part 2.85(
g):
‘Advances that are not loans’ shall include advances that 
cannot be classified as ‘loans’ according to the ECB BSI 
Regulation. This item shall include, among others, gross 
amounts receivable in respect of suspense items (such as funds 
that are awaiting investment, transfer, or settlement) and 
transit items (such as cheques and other forms of payment that 
have been sent for collection).

Balance sheet recognised exchange tradable 
derivative liability position

S

* Balance sheet recognised exchange tradable derivative liability position type
* Fair value
* Fair value change
* Carrying amount
*F Accounting classification

An Exchange tradable derivative liability position is an 
Exchange tradable derivative position role which is balance 
sheet recognised.

IssuerP

An Issuer is an Party role where the Party acts in the role of an Issuer (of 
Securities). For example a Securitisation special purpose entity (SSPE) issuing 
Asset-backed securities in the context of a Traditional securitisation, or a 
Credit institution issuing Debt securities.

Entity group roleP

* Entity group role type

Entity group role is an Entity role that is 
applicable to a group of legal entities.

OrganisationP

* Organisation type
* Organisation type by legal proceeding status

F Ultimate parent undertaking Party identifier
F Ultimate parent undertaking Party Reference date
F Ultimate parent undertaking Party Reporting agent identifier

* Legal entity identifier (LEI)
* Organisation name

Balance sheet total
Annual turnover
Number of employees

An Organisation is a Legal person which is an 
organized group of people with a particular purpose.

Linked enterpriseP

*PF Party identifier
*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Linked enterprise Party identifier
*PF Linked enterprise Party Reference date
*PF Linked enterprise Party Reporting agent identifier

A Linked enterprise is a combination of a Central bank and private sector company and a Central bank and private sector 
company that indicates which Central bank and private sector company is linked to which Central bank and private sector 
company in the sense of Commission Recommendation 2003/361/EC.
Commission Recommendation 2003/361/EC, Annex, Title I Definition of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises adopted by 
the commission, Article 3 Types of enterprise taken into consideration in calculating staff numbers and financial amounts:
...
3. ‘Linked enterprises’ are enterprises which have any of the following relationships with each other:
(a) an enterprise has a majority of the shareholders' or members' voting rights in another enterprise;
(b) an enterprise has the right to appoint or remove a majority of the members of the administrative, management or 
supervisory body of another enterprise;
(c) an enterprise has the right to exercise a dominant influence over another enterprise pursuant to a contract entered
into with that enterprise or to a provision in its memorandum or articles of association;
(d) an enterprise, which is a shareholder in or member of another enterprise, controls alone, pursuant to an agreement with 
other shareholders in or members of that enterprise, a majority of shareholders' or members' voting rights in that 
enterprise.
There is a presumption that no dominant influence exists if the investors listed in the second subparagraph of paragraph 2 
are not involving themselves directly or indirectly in the management of the enterprise in question, without prejudice to 
their rights as stakeholders.
Enterprises having any of the relationships described in the first subparagraph through one or more other enterprises, or 
any one of the investors mentioned in paragraph 2, are also considered to be linked.
Enterprises which have one or other of such relationships through a natural person or group of natural persons acting 
jointly are also considered linked enterprises if they engage in their activity or in part of their activity in the same 
relevant market or in adjacent markets.
An ‘adjacent market’ is considered to be the market for a product or service situated directly upstream or downstream of 
the relevant market.

General governmentP

* General government type

Regulation (EU) 549/2013, 2.111:
Definition: the general government sector (S.13) consists of 
institutional units which are non-market producers whose 
output is intended for individual and collective consumption, 
and are financed by compulsory payments made by units 
belonging to other sectors, and institutional units 
principally engaged in the redistribution of national income 
and wealth.

CountryR

*P Country code
* Country type by reporting
* Country type

A Country is a bounded area on Earth governed by a specific body.

State and local government and Social security fundsP

Regulation (EU) 549/2013:
State government (excluding social security funds) (S.1312)
2.115 Definition: this subsector consists of those types of public administration which are separate 
institutional units
exercising some of the functions of government, except for the administration of social security funds, at 
a level
below that of central government and above that of the governmental institutional units existing at local 
level.
Included in subsector S.1312 are those non-profit institutions which are controlled by state governments 
and
whose competence is restricted to the economic territories of the states.
Local government (excluding social security funds) (S.1313)
2.116 Definition: this subsector includes those types of public administration whose competence extends to 
only a local
part of the economic territory, apart from local agencies of social security funds.
Included in subsector S.1313 are those non-profit institutions which are controlled by local governments 
and
whose competence is restricted to the economic territories of the local governments.
Social security funds (S.1314)
2.117 Definition: the social security funds subsector includes central, state and local institutional 
units whose principal
activity is to provide social benefits and which fulfil each of the following two criteria:
(a) by law or by regulation certain groups of the population are obliged to participate in the scheme or 
to pay
contributions; and
(b) general government is responsible for the management of the institution in respect of the settlement 
or
approval of the contributions and benefits independently from its role as supervisory body or employer.
There is usually no direct link between the amount of the contribution paid by an individual and the risk 
to
which that individual is exposed.

Non-financial corporationP

Regulation (EU) 549/2013, 2.45:
Definition: the non-financial corporations sector (S.11) 
consists of institutional units which are independent 
legal entities and market producers, and whose principal 
activity is the production of goods and non-financial 
services. The non-financial corporations sector also 
includes non-financial quasi-corporations (see paragraph 
2.13(f)).

Original lenderP

Regulation (EU) 2402/2017, Article 2(20):
‘Original lender’ means an entity which, itself or through 
related entities, directly or indirectly, concluded the 
original agreement which created the obligations or potential 
obligations of the debtor or potential debtor giving rise to 
the exposures being securitised.

Organisation derived dataP

*PF Organisation Party identifier
*PF Organisation Party Reference date
*PF Organisation Party Reporting agent identifier
*F Immediate parent undertaking

An Organsiation derived data is additional information about an 
Organisation.

Deposit taking corporationP

Regulation (EU) No 549/2013, 2.75
Deposit-taking corporations except the central bank (S.122) 2.75 
Definition: the deposit-taking corporations except the central bank subsector (S.122) includes all financial corporations and quasi-corporations, except those 
classified in the central bank and in the MMF subsectors, which are principally engaged in financial intermediation and whose business is to receive deposits and/or 
close substitutes for deposits from institutional units, hence not only from MFIs, and, for their own account, to grant loans and/or to make investments in securities. 
2.76 Deposit-taking corporations except the central bank cannot be described simply as 'banks', because they may include some financial corporations which do not call 
themselves banks, or some financial corporations which are not permitted to do so in some countries, while some other financial corporations describing themselves as 
banks may not in fact be deposit-taking corporations. The following financial intermediaries are classified in sub- sector S.122: 
(a) commercial banks, 'universal' banks, 'all-purpose' banks; 
(b) savings banks (including trustee savings banks and savings banks and loan associations); 
(c) post office giro institutions, post banks, giro banks; 
(d) rural credit banks, agricultural credit banks; 
(e) cooperative credit banks, credit unions; 
(f) specialised banks (e.g. merchant banks, issuing houses, private banks); and 
(g) electronic money institutions principally engaged in financial intermediation. 
2.77 The following financial intermediaries are classified in subsector S.122 where it is their business to receive repayable funds from the public, whether in the 
form of deposits or in other forms such as the continuing issue of long-term debt securities: 
(a) corporations engaged in granting mortgages (including building societies, mortgage banks and mortgage credit institutions); 
(b) municipal credit institutions. 
Otherwise, financial intermediaries are classified in subsector S.124. 
2.78 Subsector S.122 does not include: 
(a) head offices which oversee and manage other units of a group consisting predominantly of deposit-taking corporations except the central bank, but which are not 
deposit-taking corporations. Such head offices are classified in subsector S.126;
(b) non-profit institutions recognised as independent legal entities serving deposit-taking corporations, but not engaged in financial intermediation. They are 
classified in subsector S.126; and 
(c) electronic money institutions not principally engaged in financial intermediation

BuyerP

A Buyer is a Party role where the 
Party buys goods (from a Seller).

Organisation roleP

*PF Organisation Party identifier
*PF Organisation Party Reference date
*PF Organisation Party Reporting agent identifier
*P Organisation role type

An Organisation role is an Organisation acting in a specific role. For example an 
Organisation acting in the role of a Securitisation special purpose entity (SSPE).

Self-employed natural personP

* Balance sheet total
* Annual turnover
* Number of employees

A Self employed natural person is a Natural person 
that is self employed.

DepositorP

A Depositor is a Party role where the Party is 
depositing a certain amount of money at a 
Deposit taking corporation.

SellerP

A Seller is a Party role where the 
Party sells goods (to a Buyer).

Equity instrument that is not a security Investor assignmentI

*PF Instrument Reference date
*PF Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Instrument identifier
*PF Investor Party Reference date
*PF Investor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Investor Party identifier
*PF Investor Party role type

An Equity instrument that is not a security Investor assignment is the 
combination of an Equity instrument that is not a security and an 
Investor that indicates which Investor invested in which Equity 
instrument that is not a security.

Central bankP

Regulation (EU) 549/2013, 2.72:
Definition: the central bank subsector (S.121) consists 
of all financial corporations and quasi-corporations 
whose principal function is to issue currency, to 
maintain the internal and external value of the currency 
and to hold all or part of the international reserves of 
the country.

OriginatorP

Regulation (EU) 2402/2017, Article 2(3):
‘Originator’ means an entity which: (a) itself or through related entities, directly or 
indirectly, was involved in the original agreement which created the obligations or potential 
obligations of the debtor or potential debtor giving rise to the exposures being securitised; 
or (b) purchases a third party’s exposures on its own account and then securitises them.

Party risk dataP

*PF Party identifier
*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier
* Performing status
* Default status
* Date of default status

Party risk data is risk data related 
information associated with a Party.

PartyP

*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier
*P Party identifier
* Party type
*F Institutional sector
*F Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community (NACE)
* Party type by address

A Party is an entity of interest.

Organisation without legal 
proceeding

P

An Organisation without legal 
proceding is an Organisation without 
a Legal procedings status.

Organisation risk dataP

*PF Organisation Party identifier
*PF Organisation Party Reference date
*PF Organisation Party Reporting agent identifier
* Probability of default according to AnaCredit

An Organisation risk data is additional risk related 
information about an Organisation.

Investment vehicle / fundP

An Investment vehicle / fund is a 
specific part of the balance 
sheet of an Organisation 
dedicated, and legally separated, 
for a specific purpose.

ServicerP

A Servicer is a Party role where the Party 
is responsible for the administrative and 
financial management of a financial 
operation.

Central bank and private sector companyP

* Central bank and private sector company type
*F Enterprise indicator
*F Controlled by national or foreign bodies
*F Legal form

An Central bank and private sector company is an 
Organisation that is not an International 
organisation or a General government.

Partner enterpriseP

*PF Party identifier
*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Partner enterprise Party identifier
*PF Partner enterprise Party Reference date
*PF Partner enterprise Party Reporting agent identifier
* Percentage interest in the capital or voting rights

A Partner enterprise is a combination of a Central bank and private sector company and a Central bank and private sector company that 
indicates which Central bank and private sector company is a partner to which Central bank and private sector company in the sense of 
Commission Recommendation 2003/361/EC.
Commission Recommendation 2003/361/EC, Annex, Title I Definition of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises adopted by the 
commission, Article 3 Types of enterprise taken into consideration in calculating staff numbers and financial amounts:
...
3. ‘Linked enterprises’ are enterprises which have any of the following relationships with each other:
(a) an enterprise has a majority of the shareholders' or members' voting rights in another enterprise;
(b) an enterprise has the right to appoint or remove a majority of the members of the administrative, management or supervisory body 
of another enterprise;
(c) an enterprise has the right to exercise a dominant influence over another enterprise pursuant to a contract entered into with that 
enterprise or to a provision in its memorandum or articles of association;
(d) an enterprise, which is a shareholder in or member of another enterprise, controls alone, pursuant to an agreement with other 
shareholders in or members of that enterprise, a majority of shareholders' or members' voting rights in that enterprise.
There is a presumption that no dominant influence exists if the investors listed in the second subparagraph of paragraph 2 are not 
involving themselves directly or indirectly in the management of the enterprise in question, without prejudice to their rights as 
stakeholders.
Enterprises having any of the relationships described in the first subparagraph through one or more other enterprises, or any one of 
the investors mentioned in paragraph 2, are also considered to be linked.
Enterprises which have one or other of such relationships through a natural person or group of natural persons acting jointly are also 
considered linked enterprises if they engage in their activity or in part of their activity in the same relevant market or in adjacent 
markets.
An ‘adjacent market’ is considered to be the market for a product or service situated directly upstream or downstream of the relevant 
market.

Party roleP

*PF Party identifier
*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier
*P Party role type

A Party role is a Party acting in a specific role. For example a Party acting 
in the role of Debtor (to a Loan).

Financial corporationP

* Financial corporation type

Regulation (EU) 549/2013, 2.55:
Definition: the financial corporations sector (S.12) consists of institutional 
units which are independent legal entities and market producers, and whose 
principal activity is the production of financial services. Such institutional 
units comprise all corporations and quasi-corporations which are principally 
engaged in: 
(a) financial intermediation (financial intermediaries); and/or 
(b) auxiliary financial activities (financial auxiliaries). 
Also included are institutional units providing financial services, where most 
of either their assets or their liabilities are not transacted on open markets.

Central counterparty clientP

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision - Capital 
requirements for banks exposures to central 
counterparties (see https://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs227.
pdf): A CCP client is a party to a transaction with a 
CCP through either a clearing member acting as a 
financial intermediary, or a clearing member 
guaranteeing the performance of the client to the CCP.

Party previous period dataP

*PF Party identifier
*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier
*P Year
*F Enterprise size (calculated)

A Party previous period data is information about a 
Party associated with teh previous period. For 
example the Enterprise size that was calculated in 
the previous period.

LessorP

A Lessor is a Party role where 
the Party provides a Leasing good 
to a Lesee in a Finance lease.

Party code identifierR

*P Party code type

A Party code identifier is an 
identifier of a Party code. 
Examples are Legal Entity 
Identifier (LEI), Register of 
Institutions and Affiliates 
Database code (RIAD code), or an 
Oesterreichische Nationalbank 
Identnummer (OeNB Identnummer).

BranchP

F Institutional unit of foreign branches Group identifier
F Group Reference date
F Group Reporting agent identifier

A Branch is an Organisational unit that is a division or office of 
a (large) business or organisation, operating locally or having 
particular function.

Legal personP

* Legal person type
*F Pulling effect indicator

A Legal person is a Party which, under national law to which 
it is subject, can acquire legal rights and obligations.

International organisationP

* International organisation code

An International organisation is an International organisation and General 
government drawing membership from more than one state, having activities 
in several states, and whose members are held together by a formal 
agreement.
Please note that this entity comprises multilateral development banks.

Organisational unitP

* Organisational unit type
*F Organisation Party identifier
*F Organisation Party Reference date
*F Organisation Party Reporting agent identifier

A Organisational unit is a Party that is not (directly) documented by a 
legal document like a birth certificate for Natural persons, an article 
of association for limited (liability) companies.
Organisational units are individual building blocks that makes up an 
organisation. An Organisational unit constitutes one of the several 
functions within a company.
Contrary to a Legal person, Organisational units cannot, or only to a 
limited extend acquire legal rights and obligrations.

Other organisational unitP

An Other organisational unit is an 
Organisational unit that is not a 
Branch or an Investment vehicle / 
fund.

Non-fair valued debt security issuedS

A Non-fair valued debt security issued is a 
Debt security issued that is not fair 
valued.

Party derived dataP

*PF Party identifier
*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier
*F Enterprise size
* Date of enterprise size
*F Area where the entity is located according to SHS
*F Institutional sector according to EBA ITS
*F Institutional sector according to SHS

Party derived data is additional information about a Party.

Prudential porfolioR

*P Prudential portfolio type

LesseeP

A Lessee is a Party role where the Party 
receives a leasing good from a Lessor in a 
Financial lease.

Clearing memberP

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision - Capital 
requirements for banks exposures to central 
counterparties (see https://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs227.pdf):
 A clearing member is a member of, or a direct 
participant in, a CCP that is entitled to enter into a 
transaction with the CCP, regardless of whether it enters 
into trades with a CCP for its own hedging, investment or 
speculative purposes or whether it also enters into 
trades as a financial intermediary between the CCP and 
other market participants.

CreditorP

A Creditor is a Party role where the 
Party is bearing the credit risk of 
a financial operation, other than 
the Protection provider.

Natural personP

* Natural person type
First name
Last name

A Natural person is a Legal person 
which is a human being.

FactorP

A Factor is a Party role where the Party 
provides a Factoring service to an Assigned 
debtor in a Factoring transaction.

Securitisation special purpose entity (SSPE)P

Regulation (EU) 2402/2017, Article 2(2):
‘Securitisation special purpose entity’ or ‘SSPE’ means a corporation, trust or other entity, other than an 
originator or sponsor, established for the purpose of carrying out one or more securitisations, the 
activities of which are limited to those appropriate to accomplishing that objective, the structure of 
which is intended to isolate the obligations of the SSPE from those of the originator.

Non-self-employed natural personP

A Non-self employed natural 
person is a Natural person that 
is not self employed.

Credit institutionP

Regulation (EU) 575/2013, Article 4 (1)(1): 
'credit institution' means an undertaking the business of which is to 
take deposits or other repayable funds from the public and to grant 
credits for its own account;

Central governmentP

*F Governed Country code

Regulation (EU) 549/2013, 2.114:
Definition: this subsector includes all administrative departments 
of the state and other central agencies whose competence extends 
normally over the whole economic territory, except for the 
administration of social security funds. Included in subsector S.
1311 are those non-profit institutions which are controlled by 
central government and whose competence extends over the whole 
economic territory. Market regulatory organisations which are either 
exclusively or principally distributors of subsidies are classified 
in S.1311. Those organisations which are exclusively or principally 
engaged in buying, holding and selling agricultural or food products 
are classified in S.11.

Loan debtorP

A Loan debtor is a Party role where the Party 
has the unconditional obligation to make 
repayments arising from a financial operation 
that is a Loan.

Qualifying central counterparty (QCCP)P

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision - Capital requirements for banks exposures to central counterparties (see https://www.bis.org/
publ/bcbs227.pdf): A qualifying central counterparty (QCCP) is an entity that is licensed to operate as a CCP (including a license 
granted by way of confirming an exemption), and is permitted by the appropriate regulator/overseer to operate as such with respect 
to the products offered. This is subject to the provision that the CCP is based and prudentially supervised in a jurisdiction where 
the relevant regulator/overseer has established, and publicly indicated that it applies to the CCP on an ongoing basis, domestic 
rules and regulations that are consistent with the CPSS-IOSCO Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures. 
As is the case more generally, banking supervisors still reserve the right to require banks in their jurisdictions to hold 
additional capital against their exposures to such CCPs via Pillar 2. This might be appropriate where, for example, an external 
assessment such as an FSAP has found material shortcomings in the CCP or the regulation of CCPs, and the CCP and/or the CCP 
regulator have not since publicly addressed the issues identified. 
Where the CCP is in a jurisdiction that does not have a CCP regulator applying the Principles to the CCP, then the banking 
supervisor may make the determination of whether the CCP meets this definition. 
In addition, for a CCP to be considered a QCCP, the terms defined in paragraphs 122 and 123 of this Annex for the purposes of 
calculating the capital requirements for default fund exposures must be made available or calculated in accordance with paragraph 
124 of this Annex.

International organisation and general governmentP

* International organisation and general government type

An International organisation and general government is an 
Organisation that is either an International organisation or 
a General government.

Fair valued debt security issuedS

* Fair value
* Accumulated changes in fair value
* Accumulated changes in fair value due to (own) credit risk
* Accumulated changes in fair value in the period
* Start date of the period
*F Fair value designation
*F Fair value hierarchy
* Fair value change

A Fair valued debt security issued is a Debt security issued that is fair 
valued.

Protection providerP

A Protection provider is an Organisation role where the 
Organisation grants protection against a contractual agreed 
negative credit event and bears the credit risk of the 
negative credit event.

Instrument Servicer assignmentI

*PF Instrument Reference date
*PF Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Instrument identifier
*PF Servicer Party Reference date
*PF Servicer Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Servicer Party role type
*PF Servicer Party identifier

An Instrument Servicer assignment is the 
combination of an Instrument and a Servicer 
that indicates which Instrument is serviced 
by which Servicer.

Other financial corporationP

A Other financial corporation is a Financial corporation 
that is not a Central bank and not a Credit institution.

CorporationP

* Corporation type

A Corporation is an Central bank and private sector 
company authorized by the state to act as a single entity (
a legal entity recognized by private and public law born 
out of statute; a legal person in legal context) and 
recognized as such in law for certain purposes.

Non-qualifying central counterpartyP

A non-qualifying central counterparty (QCCP) is an entity 
that is not licensed to operate as a CCP, or is not 
permitted by the appropriate regulator/overseer to operate 
as such with respect to the products offered

Swap providerP

A Swap provider is a Party role where the 
Party providing a Swap.

SponsorP

Regulation (EU) 2402/2017, Article 2(5):
‘Sponsor’ means a credit institution, whether located in the Union or not, as defined in point (1) of Article 4(1) of Regulation (EU) No 575/
2013, or an investment firm as defined in point (1) of Article 4(1) of Directive 2014/65/EU other than an originator, that: (a) establishes and 
manages an asset-backed commercial paper programme or other securitisation that purchases exposures from third-party entities, or (b) 
establishes an asset-backed commercial paper programme or other securitisation that purchases exposures from third-party entities and delegates 
the day-to-day active portfolio management involved in that securitisation to an entity authorised to perform such activity in accordance with 
Directive 2009/65/EC, Directive 2011/61/EU or Directive 2014/65/EU.

Credit facilityC

*PF Credit facility Reference date
*PF Credit facility Reporting agent identifier
*P Credit facility identifier
*F Financial contract identifier
*F Financial contract Reference date
*F Financial contract Reporting agent identifier
* Type of credit facility
* Nominal amount
*F Currency
*F Revocable indicator
* Inception date
* Legal final maturity date
* Settlement date
* Provisions associated with off-balance sheet exposures
* Accumulated changes in fair value
* Accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk
* Accumulated impairment
* General allowances for credit risk affecting carrying amount (nGAAP)
* General allowances for bank risk affecting carrying amount (nGAAP)
* Accumulated negative value adjustments. Market risk induced
* Fair value
* Accounting classification

A Credit facility is a commitment (revocable or irrevocable) made by a financial 
institution to make an amount of money available to the customer (or a plurality of 
customers), or to assume for it an obligation to a third party. The commitment is based 
on an agreement between the financial institution and the customer, which originates 
from a request of the customer or an acceptance by the customer of a proposal from the 
financial institution.

Organisation with legal proceedingP

*F Legal proceeding status
* Date of initiation of legal proceding

An Organisation with legal proceding is an Organisation with a 
Legal procedings status.

Accounting consolidation groupG

An Accounting consolidation group is 
an Internal consolidation group 
according to IFRS.

Transit itemI

Regulation (EU) No 1071/2013, Annex 2, Part 
2 Definitions of instrument categories, 
Table Intstrument categories, 7. Remaining 
assets:
Transit items represent funds, usually 
belonging to customers, which are in the 
course of being transmitted between MFIs. 
Items include cheques and other forms of 
payment that have been sent for collection 
to other MFIs;

Instrument resulting from a Credit facilityI

*F Credit facility identifier
*F Credit facility Reference date
*F Credit facility Reporting agent identifier

An Instrument resulting from a Credit facility is 
an Instrument that is created based on a Credit 
facility and not directly from a Financial 
contract.

Security borrowing componentI

A Securities borrowing component is 
a Securities borrowing and lending 
transaction component representing 
the Securities borrowed (from 
another Party).

Repurchase agreement instrumentI

* Repurchase agreement instrument type
* Settlement date
* Inception date

A Repurchase agreement instrument is a Securities financial transaction (SFT) fulfilling the definition 
of Annex V, part 2.183-184:
183. ‘Repurchase agreements’ (‘repos’) shall be transactions in which the institution receives cash in 
exchange for financial assets sold at a given price under a commitment to repurchase the same (or 
identical) assets at a fixed price on a specified future date. Transactions involving the temporary 
transfer of gold against cash collateral shall also be considered ‘Repurchase agreements’ (‘repos’). 
Amounts received by the institution in exchange for financial assets transferred to a third party (
‘temporary acquirer’) shall be classified under ‘repurchase agreements’ where there is a commitment to 
reverse the operation and not merely an option to do so. Repurchase agreements shall also include repo-
type operations which may include: 
(a) Amounts received in exchange for securities temporarily transferred to a third party in the form of 
securities lending against cash collateral; 
(b) Amounts received in exchange for securities temporarily transferred to a third party in the form of 
sale/buy-back agreement. 
184. ‘Repurchase agreements’ (‘repos’) and ‘reverse repurchase loans’ (‘reverse repos’) shall involve 
cash received or loaned out by the institution.

Off-balance instrumentI

* Off-balance instrument type
* Nominal amount

An Off-balance instrument is an 
Instrument that is an Off-balance sheet 
item listed in Annex I to Regulation (
EU) 575/2013 (CRR) except Credit 
facilities.

Reporting agent internal group roleG

A Reporting agent internal group role is an Internal group role where the Internal 
group acts as a reporting agent.

Group of consolidated clientsG

A Group of consolidated clients is a Group 
of clients that combines account and balance 
data from multiple subsidiary client records 
into one master client record.

Equity or fund security Security repurchase agreement component assignmentI

* Number of shares

A Equity or Fund security Security repurchase agreement component assignment is a 
Security Security repurchase agreement component assignment where the Security is 
either an Equity or a Fund security.

Deposit redeemable at noticeI

A Deposits redeemable at notice is an Other deposit fulfilling the 
definition of Regulation (EU) 1071/2013, Annex 2, Part 2 Definitions 
of instrument categories, Table Intstrument categories, 9.3 Deposits 
redeemable at notice:
Non-transferable deposits without any agreed maturity which cannot be 
converted into currency without a period of prior notice; before the 
expiry the conversion into currency is not possible or possible only 
with a penalty. They include deposits which, although perhaps legally 
withdrawable on demand, would be subject to penalties and 
restrictions according to national practice (classified in the 
maturity band ‘up to and including three months’), and investment 
accounts without period of notice or agreed maturity, but which 
contain restrictive drawing provisions (classified in the maturity 
band ‘over three months’)

Loan (excluding repurchase agreement)I

* Loan type
* Nominal amount
*F Currency
* Legal final maturity date

A Loan (excluding Reverse repurchase agreement) is a Loan (excluding 
Reverse repurchase agreement) and Advance that is a Loan according to 
Regulation (EU) 1071/2013.

Financial guarantee instrumentI

* Financial guarantee instrument type

A Financial guarantee instrument is an Off-
balance instrument that is a Financial guarantee 
according to Annex V, Part 2, 81(c):
"'Financial guarantees received"  include 
contracts that require the issuer to make 
specified payments to reimburse the institution 
of a loss it incurs, because a specified debtor 
fails to make payment when due in accordance with 
the original or modified terms of a debt 
instrument."

Transferable depositI

A Transferable deposit is an Overnight 
deposit fulfilling the definition of 
Regulation (EU) 549/2013, 5.80:
Definition: transferable deposits are 
deposits exchangeable for currency on 
demand, at par, and which are directly 
usable for making payments by cheque, 
draft, giro order, direct debit/credit, 
or other direct payment facilities, 
without penalty or restriction.

FactoringI

Factoring is a Trade receivable 
in which the bank purchases 
receivables from a business and 
may advance all or part of the 
receivables.

Instrument resulting directly from a Financial contractI

*F Financial contract Reference date
*F Financial contract Reporting agent identifier
*F Financial contract identifier
* Off-balance sheet amount

An Instrument resulting directly from a Financial contract is an 
Instrument that is created directly as a result from a Financial 
contract without the involvement of a Credit facility.

Deposit with agreed maturityI

A Deposit with agreed maturity is an Other deposit 
fulfilling the definition of Regulation (EU) 1071/2013, 
annex 2, Part 2 Definitions of instrument categories, Table 
Instrument categories, 9.2. Deposits with agreed maturity:
Non-transferable deposits which cannot be converted into 
currency before an agreed fixed term or that can only be 
converted into currency before that agreed term provided 
that the holder is charged some kind of penalty. This item 
also includes administratively regulated savings deposits 
where the maturity related criterion is not relevant; these 
should be classified in the maturity band ‘over two years’. 
Financial products with roll-over provisions must be 
classified according to the earliest maturity. Although 
deposits with agreed maturity may feature the possibility of 
earlier redemption after prior notification, or may be 
redeemable on demand subject to certain penalties, these 
features are not considered to be relevant for 
classification purposes.

Trade receivableI

* Trade receivable type
*F Revolving loan indicator
* End date of interest-only period

A Trade receivable is a Loan (excluding Reverse repurchase 
agreement) fulfilling the definition of Annex V, Party 2.85(e):
‘Trade receivables’ shall include loans to other debtors granted 
on the basis of bills or other documents that give the right to 
receive the proceeds of transactions for the sale of goods or 
provision of services. This item shall include all factoring and 
similar transactions, like acceptances, outright purchase of 
trade receivables, forfaiting, discounting of invoice, bills of 
exchange, commercial papers and other claims where the reporting 
institution buys the trade receivables (both with and without 
recourse);

Over the counter (OTC) Credit 
default swap

I

An Over the counter (OTC) Credit 
default swap (CDS) is an Over the 
counter (OTC) Swap where the Seller 
of the CDS will compensate the 
Buyer in a specified (default) 
event.

InstrumentI

*PF Instrument Reference date
*PF Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*P Instrument identifier
* Instrument type by product
* Instrument type by origin

F Balance sheet netting identifier
F Balance sheet netting Reporting agent identifier
F Balance sheet netting Reference date

An Instrument is a product that establishes a financial 
relationship between a bank and its customer.
In the context of accounting such a financial relationship 
may be considered a financial asset or a financial liabilty 
or an off-balance sheet item.

Financial guarantee instrument covering a Debt securityI

*F Debt Security identifier
*F Debt Security Reference date
*F Debt Security Reporting agent identifier

A Financial guarantee instrument covering a Debt security is a 
Financial guarantee instrument that covers a Debt security.

GroupG

*PF Group Reference date
*PF Group Reporting agent identifier
*P Group identifier
* Group type

A Group is a collection of Parties.

Other overnight depositI

An Other overnight is an 
Overnight deposit that is 
not a Transferable deposit.

Securities financing transaction (SFT)I

* Securities financial transaction type

Securities financing transaction (SFT) allows 
investors and firms to use assets, such as the 
shares or bonds they own, to secure funding for 
their activities.
A securities financing transaction can be"
• a repurchase transaction - selling a security 
and agreeing to repurchase it in the future for 
the original sum of money plus a return for the 
use of that money
• lending a security for a fee in return for a 
guarantee in the form of financial instruments or 
cash given by the borrower
• a buy-sell back transaction or sell-buy back 
transaction
• a margin lending transaction

Security borrowing and lending transaction including cash as collateral componentI

* Securities borrowing and lending transaction including cash as collateral component type

A Securities borrowing and lending transaction including cash as collateral component is a component of a 
Securities borrowing and lending transaction, i.e. a Security borrowed, a Security lent or cash as 
collateral.

Other group of clientsG

An Other group of clients is a Group of 
clients that is not a Group of connected 
clients or a Group of consolidated clients.

Factoring cash reserveI

*PF Factoring Instrument Reference date
*PF Factoring Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Factoring Instrument identifier
* Cash reserve amount
* Cash reserve maturity date
* Original cash reserve amount
* Original cash reserve amount date

A Factoring cash reserve is a cash reserve of a 
Factoring transaction. If such a cash reserve 
is not represented as a collateral it is 
registered as a Factoring cash reserve.

Financial leaseI

A Financial lease is a Loan (excluding 
Reverse repurchase agreement) fulfilling 
the definition of Annex V, Party 2.85(d):
‘Finance leases’ shall include the 
carrying amount of finance lease 
receivables. Under IFRS ‘finance lease 
receivables’ are as defined in IAS 17;

Internal groupG

* Internal group type

An Internal group is a Group that comprises 
Parties that are related to the Reporting agent.

Other commitmentI

* Type of commitment
*F Revocable indicator
*F Performing forborne exposure under probation reclassified from non-performing indicator

An Other commitment is an Off-balance sheet item listed in Annex I of Regulation (EU) 575/2013 (CRR) 
that is not a Financial guarantee.

Over the counter (OTC) Derivative roleI

*PF Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Instrument identifier
*PF Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Instrument Reference date
*PF Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*P Over the counter (OTC) derivative role type

An Over the counter (OTC) Derivative role is a role a Derivative may 
take in a transaction, e.g. a Derivative as a hedge.

Other trade receivableI

An Other trade receivable 
is a Trade receivable other 
than Factoring.

Over the counter (OTC) Total return swapI

An Over the counter (OTC) Total return swap is 
an Over the counter (OTC) Swap in which one 
Party makes payments based on a set rate (
either fixed or variable) while the other 
party makes payments based on the return of an 
underlying asset which includes both the 
income it generates and the capital gains.

Security borrowing and lending transaction componentI

*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument Reference date
*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument identifier
*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
*P Security borrowing and lending transaction component type by direction
* Security borrowing and lending transaction component type by Security type

A Security borrowing and lending transaction component is a Securities borrowing and 
lending transaction including cash as collateral component that is either a Security 
borrowed or a Security lent.

Over the counter (OTC) OptionI

* Over the counter (OTC) Option type

An Over the counter (OTC) Option is an Over the 
counter (OTC) Derivative instrument that offers 
the Buyer the opportunity to buy or sell teh 
underlying asset.

Other depositI

* Other deposit type

An Other deposit is a Deposit fulfilling the definition of 
Regulation (EU) 549/2013, 5.85:
Definition: other deposits are deposits other than 
transferable deposits. Other deposits cannot be used to make 
payments except on maturity or after an agreed period of 
notice, and they are not exchangeable for currency or for 
transferable deposits without some significant restriction 
or penalty.

Over the counter (OTC) ForwardI

An Over the counter (OTC) Forward 
is an Over the counter (OTC) 
Derivative instrument through which 
two Parties agree to buy or sell an 
asset at a specified price on a 
future date.

Over the counter (OTC) Credit spread optionI

A Credit spread option (also known as a "credit 
spread") is an options contract that includes the 
purchase of one option and the sale of a second 
similar option with a different strike price. 
Effectively, by exchanging two options of the same 
class and expiration, this strategy transfers 
credit risk from one party to another.

Overnight depositI

* Overnight deposit type

An Overnight deposit is a Deposit fulfilling definition of Regulation (EU) 1071/2013, 
Annex 2, Part 2 Definitions of instrument categories, Table Instrument categories, 9.1 
Overnight deposits:
Deposits which are convertible into currency and/or which are transferable on demand by 
cheque, banker’s order, debit entry or similar means, without significant delay, 
restriction or penalty. This item includes: 
(a) balances (interest-bearing or not) which are immediately convertible into currency on 
demand or by close of business on the day following that on which the demand was made, 
without any significant penalty or restriction, but which are not transferable; (b) 
balances (interest-bearing or not) representing prepaid amounts in the context of 
‘hardware-based’ or ‘software-based’ e-money, e.g. prepaid cards; 
(c) loans to be repaid by close of business on the day following that on which the loan 
was granted.

Equity instrument that is not a securityI

An Equity instrument that is not a security 
is an Instrument that is an Equity 
instrument (according to Annex V, Party 2.16)
 that is not an Equity security.

Cash legI

* Nominal amount
*F Currency

A Cash leg is the cash provided (
considered as a loan) in a Reverse 
repurchase agreement or the cash 
received (considered a deposit) in a 
Repurchase agreement.

Security lending componentI

A Securities lending component 
is a Securities borrowing and 
lending transaction component 
representing the Securities lent 
(to another Party).

Other loanI

*F Fiduciary instrument indicator
* End date of interest only period
*F Revolving loan indicator

An Other loan is a Loan (excluding Reverse 
repurchase agreement) that is not one of 
the following types: Financial lease, 
Trade receivable, Deposit, Credit card 
debt.

Over the counter (OTC) Derivative instrumentI

* Over the counter (OTC) Derivative instrument type
*F Significant asset class
* Notional amount
* Type of risk

An Over the counter (OTC) Derivative instrument is an 
Instrument in the form of a derivative that does not have an 
International securities identification number (ISIN).

Security legI

A Security leg is the security 
borrowed in a Repurchase agreement or 
the security received (considered a 
protection) in a Reverse repurchase 
agreement.

Security borrowing and lending transactionI

* Security borrowing and lending transaction type

A Security borrowing and lending transaction is a Securities 
financing transaction (SFT) where one or more Securities are 
exchanged (i.e. borrowed or lent) from one of the involved 
Parties to the other.

DepositI

* Deposit type
* End date of interest only period
*F Repayment rights
*F Fiduciary instrument indicator

A Deposit is a Loan (excluding Reverse repurchase agreement) fulfilling 
the definition of Regulation (EU) 549/2013, 5.79 (amended, see remark):
Definition: deposits are standardised, non-negotiable contracts with the 
public at large and allowing the placement and the later withdrawal of the 
principal amount by the creditor. Deposits usually involve the debtor 
giving back the full principal amount to the investor.
Remark: the original definition includes "offered by deposit-taking 
corporations and, in some cases, by central government as debtors" which 
was removed because of the dependency on the involved Party.

Group of clientsG

* Group of clients type

A Group of clients is a Group that is not an 
Internal group.

Open repurchase agreement instrumentI

An Open repurchase agreement instrument is 
a Repurchase agreement instrument without a 
specified maturity date.

Other over the counter (OTC) SwapI

An Other over the counter (OTC) Swap is 
an Over the counter (OTC) Swap that is 
not an Over the counter (OTC) Total 
return swap or an Over the counter (OTC)
 Credit default swap.

Financial guarantee instrument not covering a Debt securityI

A Financial guarantee instrument not covering a Debt security is a 
Financial guarantee instrument that does not cover a Debt security.

Loan (excluding repurchase agreement) and advanceI

* Loan and advance type

A Loan (excluding Reverse repurchase agreement) and 
Advance is an Instrument that is either a Loan acording 
to Regulation (EU) 1071/2013 excluding Reverse 
repurchase agreements or an Advance according to Annex V,
 Part 2.85(g).

Prudential consolidation groupG

A Prudential consolidation group is an 
Internal consolidation group according to 
Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR), Part 
1, Title II, Chapter 2, Section 2.

Group of connected clientsG

A Group of connected clients is a 
Group of clients that comprises 
Parties that are economically 
dependent on each other.

Debt security Security repurchase agreement component assignmentI

* Nominal amount

A Debt security Security repurchase agreement component assignment is a 
Security Security repurchase agreement component assignment where the 
Security is a Debt security.

Internal consolidation groupG

* Internal consolidation group type

An Internal consolidation group is an Internal group that consists of 
Parties that consolidated for a specific purpose, e.g. in order to create a 
consolidated balance sheet.

Repurchase agreement componentI

*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument Reference date
*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument identifier
*P Repurchase component type

A Repurchase agreement component is a component of a 
(Reverse) Repurchase agreement, i.e. either a cash 
leg or a security leg.

Internal group roleG

*PF Group Reference date
*PF Group Reporting agent identifier
*PF Group identifier
*P Group role type

A Internal group role is a role an Internal group may act in.

Term repurchase agreement instrumentI

* Legal final maturity date

A Term repurchase agreement instrument is a 
Repurchase agreement instrument with a 
specified maturity date.

Over the counter (OTC) SwapI

* Over the counter (OTC) Swap type

An Over the counter (OTC) Swap is an Over 
the counter (OTC) Derivative instrument 
through which two Parties exchange the cash 
flows from two different financial 
instruments.

Suspense itemI

Regulation (EU) No 1071/2013, Annex 2,
 Part 2 Definitions of instrument 
categories, Table Intstrument 
categories, 7. Remaining assets:
Suspense items are asset balances 
held in the MFI balance sheet which 
are not booked in the name of 
customers but which nevertheless 
relate to customers’ funds, e.g. 
funds that are awaiting investment, 
transfer or settlement;

Other advanceI

An Other advance is an 
Advance that is 
neither a Suspense 
item nor a Transit 
item.

Security borrowing and lending transaction cash as collateral componentI

*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument Reference date
*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument identifier

A Securities borrowing and lending transaction cash as collateral component is a 
Securities borrowing and lending transaction including cash as collateral component 
that is cash as collateral.

Over the counter (OTC) Option other than 
Over the counter (OTC) Credit spread 
option

I

Over the counter (OTC) Option other than 
Over the counter (OTC) Credit spread option 
is an Over the counter (OTC) Option that is 
not an Over the counter (OTC) Credit spread 
option.

Credit card debtI

Credit card debt is a Loan (excluding Reverse repurchase agreement) fulfilling the definition 
of Regulation (EU)  1071/2013, Annex 2, Part 2 Definitions of instrument categories, Table 
Intstrument categories, 2. Loans of up to and including one year/over one year and up to and 
including five years/over five years’ original maturity, (b) credit card debt:
[...] comprises credit granted to households or non-financial corporations either via delayed 
debit cards, i.e. cards providing convenience credit as defined below, or via credit cards, i.e.
 cards providing convenience credit and extended credit. Credit card debt is recorded on 
dedicated card accounts and therefore not evident on current or overdraft accounts. Convenience 
credit is defined as the credit granted at an interest rate of 0 % in the period between the 
payment transactions effectuated with the card during one billing cycle and the date at which 
the debit balances from this specific billing cycle become due. Extended credit is defined as 
the credit granted after the due dates of the previous billing cycles have passed, i.e. debit 
amounts on the card account that have not been settled when this was first possible, for which 
an interest rate or tiered interest rates usually greater than 0 % are charged. Often minimum 
instalments per month have to be made, to at least partially repay extended credit. 
The counterpart to these forms of credit is the entity liable to eventually repay the amounts 
outstanding in accordance with the contractual agreement, which coincides with the cardholder 
in the case of privately used cards, but not in the case of company cards;

Institutional unit of foreign branchesG

An Institutional unit of branches is an Group which is the composition of 
Branches according to Regulation (EU) No 549/2013, 2.12 and 2.13.
Regulation (EU) No 549/2013, 2.12:
2.12 Definition: an institutional unit is an economic entity characterised by 
decision-making autonomy in the exercise of its principal function. A resident 
unit is regarded as constituting an institutional unit in the economic 
territory where it has its centre of predominant economic interest if it has 
decision-making autonomy and either keeps a complete set of accounts, or is 
able to compile a complete set of accounts.

Instrument hedged by Over the counter (OTC) DerivativeI

*PF Hedged Instrument identifier
*PF Hedged Instrument Reference date
*PF Hedged Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Instrument identifier
*PF Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Instrument Reference date
*PF Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Over the counter (OTC) derivative role type

An Instrument hedged by Over the counter (OTC) Derivative is the 
combination of an Instrument and an Over the counter (OTC) 
Derivative as a hedge that indicates which Instrument is hedged by 
which Over the counter (OTC) Derivative (acting in a the role of an 
Over the counter (OTC) Derivative as a hedge).

Over the counter (OTC) Derivative as a hedgeI

*F Accounting hedge indicator
*F Type of hedge

An Over the counter (OTC) Derivative as a hedge is an 
Over the counter (OTC) Derivative role where the Over 
the counter (OTC) Derivative instrument acts as a hedge.

Other over the counter (OTC) Derivative instrumentI

An Other over the counter (OTC) Derivative instrument is 
an Over the counter (OTC) Derivative instrument that is 
not an Over the counter (OTC) Swap, Over the counter (OTC) 
Option or Over the counter (OTC) Forward.

Security against a fee borrowing and lending transactionI

A Security against a fee borrowing and lending transaction is a 
Security borrowing and lending transaction where one or more 
Securities are exchanged for a fee in return for a guarantee in 
the form of financial instruments or cash given by the borrower.

Security Security repurchase agreement component assignmentI

*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument Reference date
*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument identifier
*PF Security leg type
*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
* Security Security repurchase agreement component assignment type

A Security Security leg assignment is the combination of a Security leg and a 
Security that indicates which Security is used in which Security leg.

Security against Security borrowing and lending 
transaction

I

A Security against Security borrowing and lending 
transaction is a Security borrowing and lending 
transaction where Securities are exchanged against 
Securities.

Other non-registered collateralP

*F Type of protection valuation approach for notional amount
* Notional amount of the collateral

Other non-registered collateral is 
Non-registered collateral other than 
Rolling stock collateral, Machinery 
and equipment collateral, Inventory 
collateral or Commodity collateral.

Trade receivable Assigned debtor assignmentI

*PF Trade receivable Instrument Reference date
*PF Trade receivable Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Trade receivable Instrument identifier
*PF Assigned debtor Legal person Party Reference date
*PF Assigned debtor Legal person Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Assigned debtor Legal person role type
*PF Assigned debtor Legal person Party identifier

A Trade receivable Assigned debtor assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the Instrument 
is a Trade receivable and the Entity role is Assigned 
debtor.

Inventory collateralP

Inventory collateral is 
Non-registered collateral 
in the form of inventory.

Credit facility with interest rateC

*PF Credit facility Reference date
*PF Credit facility Reporting agent identifier
*PF Credit facility identifier
* Interest rate

A Credit facility with interest rate is a Credit 
facility that comprises an interest rate.

Credit facility Creditor assignmentC

*PF Credit facility Reference date
*PF Credit facility Reporting agent identifier
*PF Credit facility identifier
*PF Creditor Party Reference date
*PF Creditor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Creditor Party identifier
*PF Creditor Party role type

A Credit facility Creditor assignment is a 
Credit facility Entity role assignment 
where the Entity role is Creditor.

Asset backed securityS

* Type of asset provided as security
* Seniority

An Asset backed security (ABS) is a Debt security with underlying 
assets where, in the event of failure (of payment) of the issuer, 
the underlying assets are not used on a priority basis for the 
reimbursement of the Asset backed security (ABS).
An asset-backed security (ABS) is a type of financial investment 
that is collateralized by an underlying pool of assets—usually ones 
that generate a cash flow from debt, such as loans, leases, credit 
card balances, or receivables. It takes the form of a bond or note, 
paying income at a fixed rate for a set amount of time, until 
maturity. For income-oriented investors, asset-backed securities 
can be an alternative to other debt instruments, like corporate 
bonds or bond funds.

Non-balance sheet recognised financial liability instrumentI

A Non-balance sheet recognised financial liability instrument is a 
Financial liability instrument that is not recognised in the balance 
sheet (of the reporting agent).

Type of hedgeR

*P Type of hedge

Type of hedge applicable 
under the relevant 
accounting standard.

Trade receivable Factor assignmentI

*PF Trade receivable Instrument Reference date
*PF Trade receivable Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Trade receivable Instrument identifier
*PF Factor Party Reference date
*PF Factor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Factor Party role type
*PF Factor Party identifier

A Trade receivable Factor assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role where the Instrument is a 
Trade receivable and the Entity role is Factor.

Aircraft collateralP

*F Type of protection valuation approach for fair value
* Fair value amount of the collateral

Aircraft collateral is 
Registered collateral in 
the form of an Aircraft (
or parts of an Aircraft).

Legal person roleP

*PF Legal person Party identifier
*PF Legal person Party Reference date
*PF Legal person Party Reporting agent identifier
*P Legal person role type

A Legal person role is a Legal person acting in a specific 
role.

Entity roleP

* Entity role type

An Entity role is a role a Party (or a subtype of Party) may act 
in.

Non-International securities identification number (ISIN) securityS

* Identifier type
* Official security identifier
* Security name

A Non-International securities identification number (ISIN) security is a 
Security that does not have an International securities identification 
number (ISIN).

Non registered Postal Code system countryR

Credit facility Collateral received instrument assignmentC

*PF Credit facility Reference date
*PF Credit facility Reporting agent identifier
*PF Credit facility identifier
*PF Collateral received Instrument Reference date
*PF Collateral received Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Collateral received Instrument identifier
*PF Collateral received Instrument role type

A Credit facility Collateral received instrument assignment is the 
combination of a Credit facility and a Collateral received 
instrument that indicates which Credit facility is protected by 
which Collateral received instrument.

Security and exchange tradable derivativeS

*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*P Security identifier
* Security and exchange tradable derivative type

A Security and exchange tradable derivative is a certificate 
attesting credit, the ownership of stocks or bonds, or the 
right to ownership connected with tradable derivatives.

Registered collateralP

* Registered collateral type

Registered collateral is Physical 
collateral that is entered into a 
notarised register.

Credit facility Servicer assignmentC

*PF Credit facility Reference date
*PF Credit facility Reporting agent identifier
*PF Credit facility identifier
*PF Servicer Party Reference date
*PF Servicer Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Servicer Party identifier
*PF Servicer Party role type

A Credit facility Servicer assignment is a 
Credit facility Entity role assignment 
where the Entity role is Servicer.

CollateralP

*PF Collateral Reference date
*PF Collateral Reporting agent identifier
*P Collateral identifier
* Collateral type
* Original protection value
* Date of original protection value
* Protection value date

Collateral is an asset that is pledged to mitigate 
the credit risk that may arise from a contract that 
is not an Instrument.

Commodity collateralP

* Commodity collateral type

Commodity collateral is Non-registered 
collateral in the form of commodities, 
e.g. gold, silver.

Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Seller assignmentI

*PF Over the counter (OTC) derivative Instrument Reference date
*PF Over the counter (OTC) derivative Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Over the counter (OTC) derivative Instrument identifier
*PF Seller Party Reference date
*PF Seller Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Seller Party role type
*PF Seller Party identifier

An Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Seller assignment is the 
combination of a Seller and an Over the counter (OTC) Derivative 
that indicates which Over the counter (OTC) Derivative is sold by 
which Seller.

Credit facility Debtor assignmentC

*PF Credit facility Reference date
*PF Credit facility Reporting agent identifier
*PF Credit facility identifier
*PF Debtor Party Reference date
*PF Debtor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Debtor Party identifier
*PF Debtor Party role type

A Credit facility Debtor assignment is a 
Credit facility Entity role assignment 
where the Entity role is Debtor.

Credit facility risk dataC

*PF Credit facility Reference date
*PF Credit facility Reporting agent identifier
*PF Credit facility identifier
* Default status

Date of default status
*F Forbearance status

Date of forbearance measure
* Performing status
* Date of performing status
*F Renegotiation status

Date of renegotiation status
* Date past due
* Freezing period in days
*F Assessment approach for credit quality status
* Non-performing forborne exposure under probation reclassified from non-performing indicator
*F Retail exposure according to CRR, Article 123 (b) indicator

Credit facility risk data is risk related information about a Credit facility.

Machinery and equipment collateralP

Machinery and equipment collateral is 
Non-registered collateral in the form of 
machinery and equiptment.

Gold collateralP

Gold collateral is a 
Commodity collateral 
in the form of gold.

Non-financial asset and non-financial liabilityB

* Non-financial asset and non-financial liabilty type
* Carrying amount

A Non-financial asset and non-financial liability is a asset or a 
liability that is not considered a financial asset or liability in 
the context of the given accounting standard.

Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Buyer assignmentI

*PF Over the counter (OTC) derivative Instrument Reference date
*PF Over the counter (OTC) derivative Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Over the counter (OTC) derivative Instrument identifier
*PF Buyer Party Reference date
*PF Buyer Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Buyer Party role type
*PF Buyer Party identifier

An Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Buyer assignment is the 
combination of an Over the Counter (OTC) Derivative and a Buyer 
that indicates which Buyer buys which Over the counter (OTC) 
Derivative.

Deposit Deposit taking corporation assignmentI

*PF Deposit Instrument Reference date
*PF Deposit Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Deposit Instrument identifier
*PF Deposit taking corporation Party Reference date
*PF Deposit taking corporation Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Deposit taking corporation Party role type
*PF Deposit taking corporation Party identifier

A Deposit Deposit taking corporation assignment is the 
combination of a Deposit and a Deposit taking 
corporation that indicates which Deposit is provided 
by which Deposit taking corporation.

Non-International securities identification number (ISIN) security derived dataS

*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
*F Original maturity

Non-International securities identification number (ISIN) security derived data is derived 
information about a Non-International securities identification number (ISIN) security.

Credit facility Collateral assignmentC

*PF Credit facility Reference date
*PF Credit facility Reporting agent identifier
*PF Credit facility identifier
*PF Collateral Reference date
*PF Collateral Reporting agent identifier
*PF Collateral identifier

A Credit facility Collateral assignment is 
the combination of a Credit facility and a 
Collateral that indicates which Credit 
facility is assigned to which Collateral.

Rolling stock collateralP

Rolling stock collateral is collateral 
in the form of "transit vehicles such 
as buses, vans, cars, railcars, 
locomotives, trolley cars and buses, 
and ferry boats, as well as vehicles 
used for support services." (see Buy 
America regulation (49 CFR Part 661.3).

Non-balance sheet recognised financial asset instrumentI

A Non-balance sheet recognised financial asset instrument is a 
Financial asset instrument that is not recognised in the balance 
sheet (of the reporting agent).

Ship collateralP

*F Type of protection valuation approach for fair value
* Fair value amount of the collateral

Ship collateral is 
Registered 
collateral in the 
form of a Ship (or 
parts of a Ship).

Financial lease Lessee assignmentI

*PF Financial lease Instrument Reference date
*PF Financial lease Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Financial lease Instrument identifier
*PF Lessee Party Reference date
*PF Lessee Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Lessee Party identifier
*PF Lessee Party role type

A Financial lease Lessee assignment is the 
combination of a Financial lease and a Lesee 
that indicates which Lesee is assigned to which 
Financial lease.

SecurityS

* Issue date
*F High liquidity and credit quality (HQLA) indicator
*F Initial exposure class of the security
*F Structured note indicator
*F Currency
*F Primary asset classification
*F Security level
*F Security status

A Security is a Security and  Exchange tradable derivative 
attesting credit or the ownership of stocks or bonds.

Other non-financial asset not taken into possessionB

*PF Other non-financial asset not taken into possession Reference date
*PF Other non-financial asset not taken into possession Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator

An Other non-financial asset not taken into possession is 
an Other non-financial asset that has not been taken into 
possession (by the reporting agent) as part of a collateral 
recovery.

Immediate parentP

*PF Immediate parent Central bank and private sector company Party identifier
*PF Immediate parent Central bank and private sector company Party Reference date
*PF Immediate parent Central bank and private sector company Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party identifier
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party Reference date
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party Reporting agent identifier

Percentage of ownership
*F Immediate parent according to AnaCredit indicator

An Immediate parent is the combination of an Central bank and private sector company and 
another Central bank and private sector company that indicates which Central bank and 
private sector company is the parent of which Central bank and private sector company.

Physical collateralP

* Physical collateral type

Physical collateral is Collateral that 
is not a financial asset.

Financial collateralP

*F Collateral annex Protection arrangement Reference date
*F Collateral annex Protection arrangement Reporting agent identifier
*F Collateral annex Protection arrangement identifier
* Financial collateral type
*F Type of protection valuation approach for notional amount

Notional amount of the collateral

Financial collateral is Collateral in the form of a financial asset.

Equity and fund securityS

* Equity or fund security type

An Equity and fund security is a 
Security attesting the ownership of 
stocks.

Instrument Entity role assignmentI

* Instrument Entity role assignment type

An Instrument Entity role assignment is the combination of an 
Instrument and an Entity role that indicates which Instrument is 
assigned to which Entity role.

Deposit Depositor assignmentI

*PF Deposit Instrument Reference date
*PF Deposit Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Deposit Instrument identifier
*PF Depositor Party Reference date
*PF Depositor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Depositor Party role type
*PF Depositor Party identifier

A Deposit Depositor assignment is the 
combination of a Deposit and a 
Depositor that indicates which Deposit 
is assigned to which Depositor.

Security collateralP

*F Security identifier
*F Security Reference date
*F Security Reporting agent identifier
*F Type of protection valuation approach for fair value
* Fair value amount of the collateral

Security collateral is 
Financial collateral in the 
form of a Security.

Real estate collateral not located in a 
member state

P

*F Non-reporting member state Country code

Real estate collateral not located in a member 
state is Real estate collateral that is not 
located inside the borders of a member state.

Real estate collateral located in a member stateP

*F Country code
*F Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques (NUTS) region
*F Postal code

Real estate collateral located in a member state is Real estate 
collateral inside the borders of a members state.

Security derived dataS

*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
* Currency of transaction reported
*F Early redemptions included indicator
*F Accrued interests for market values indicator
*F Security status according to SHS

Security derived data is derived information about a 
Security.

Non-registered collateralP

* Non-registered collateral type
*F Type of protection valuation approach for fair value

Fair value amount of the collateral

Non-registered collateral is Physical 
collateral that is not entered into a 
notarised register.

International securities identification number (ISIN) securityS

*F Listed indicator

An International securities identification number (ISIN) security is a 
Security that has a (registered) International securities identification 
number (ISIN).

Exchange tradable derivativeS

* Exchange tradable derivative type
*F Significant asset class

An Exchange tradable derivative is a Security 
and  Exchange tradable derivative attesting the 
right to ownership connected with tradable 
derivatives.

Debt security Debtor assignmentS

*PF Debt Security Reference date
*PF Debt Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Debt Security identifier
*PF Debtor Organisation Party Reference date
*PF Debtor Organisation Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Debtor Organisation Party identifier
*PF Debtor Organisation role type

A Debt security Debtor assignment is the 
combination of a Debt security and a Debtor 
that indicates which Debtor is obliged to pay 
which Debt security.

Credit facility Entity role assignmentC

* Credit facility Entity role assignment type

A Credit facility Entity role assignment is the 
combination of a Credit facility and an Entity role that 
indicates which Entity role is assigned to which Credit 
facility.

Reporting member stateR

A Reporting member state is a Country fulfilling the 
definition of Regulation (EU) 867/2016, Article 1 (1):
"‘reporting Member State’ means a Member State whose 
currency is the euro; Member States whose currency is not 
the euro may decide to become a reporting Member State by 
incorporating the provisions of this Regulation into their 
national law or otherwise imposing relevant reporting 
requirements in accordance with their national law; this may 
include, in particular, Member States that participate in 
the SSM via close cooperation in accordance with Article 7 
of Council Regulation (EU) No 1024/2013;"

Loan (excluding Repurchase agreement) Collateral assignmentI

*PF Loan Instrument Reference date
*PF Loan Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Loan Instrument identifier
*PF Collateral Reference date
*PF Collateral Reporting agent identifier
*PF Collateral identifier
* Protection allocated value

Third party priority claims against the protection

A Loan (excluding Repurchase agreement) Collateral assignment is the 
combination of a Loan (excluding Repurchase agreement) and a 
Collateral that indicates which Loan (excluding Repurchase agreement)
 is assigned to which Collateral.

Default statusR

*P Default status

A Default status is status according to Regulation (EU) 575/2013, Article 178 Default of an obligor.
Regulation (EU) 575/2013, Article 178 Default of an obligor:
"1. A default shall be considered to have occurred with regard to a particular obligor when either or both of the following have taken place:
(a) the institution considers that the obligor is unlikely to pay its credit obligations to the institution, the parent undertaking or any of its 
subsidiaries in full, without recourse by the institution to actions such as realising security;
(b) the obligor is past due more than 90 days on any material credit obligation to the institution, the parent undertaking or any of its 
subsidiaries. Competent authorities may replace the 90 days with 180 days for exposures secured by residential or SME commercial real estate in 
the retail exposure class, as well as exposures to public sector entities). The 180 days shall not apply for the purposes of Article 127.
In the case of retail exposures, institutions may apply the definition of default laid down in points (a) and (b) of the first subparagraph at the 
level of an individual credit facility rather than in relation to the total obligations of a borrower...".

Other financial collateralP

*F Type of protection valuation approach for fair value
* Fair value amount of the collateral

Other financial collateral is 
Financial collateral other than 
Security collateral, Loan 
collateral, Deposit collateral 
and Currency collateral.

Debt securityS

* Debt security type
* Legal final maturity date
*F Rank
*F Eligible for central bank funding indicator
*F Security guarantee level
* Performing status
* Date of performing status
* Original nominal amount

Date past due
*F Subordinated debt indicator

A Debt security is a Security that is a debt instrument.

Debt security without underlying assetsS

A Debt security without underlying assets is a 
Debt security that is not linked to underlying 
assets.

Real estate collateralP

* Real estate collateral type
*F Type of protection valuation approach

Long-term sustainable value amount of the collateral
Market value amount of the collateral

Real estate collateral is Registered 
collateral in the form of real estate.

Entity transaction roleP

* Entity transaction role type

Entity transaction role is an Entity role where 
the role is specific to a transaction of the 
entity.

Equity securityS

Total amount of capital issued
Total number of shares issued

An Equity security is an Equity and fund 
security in the form of an Equity 
instrument that is not a Fund.

Default financial asset instrument individually assessedI

*F Default status
* Date of default status
* Accumulated recoveries since default
*F Non-performing prior to forbearance indicator

A Default financial asset instrument individually assessed is a 
Financial asset instrument individually assessed that is in 
default according to Regulation (EU) 575/2013, Article 178 Obligor 
in default.
Regulation (EU) 575/2013, Article 178 Default of an obligor:
"In the case of retail exposures, institutions may apply the 
definition of default laid down in points (a) and (b) of the first 
subparagraph at the level of an individual credit facility rather 
than in relation to the total obligations of a borrower.".

Currency collateralP

*F Currency

Currency collateral is 
Financial collateral in 
the form of currency.

Other commodity collateralP

*F Type of protection valuation approach for notional amount
* Notional amount of the collateral

Other commodity collateral is a 
Commodity collateral other than 
Gold collateral.

Debt security with underlying assetsS

* Debt security with underlying assets type
*F Geographical location of collateral

A Debt security with underlying assets is a Debt 
security where the cash flow of the Debt security is 
dependent on the cash flow of the underlying assets.

Other non-financial asset taken into possessionB

*PF Other non-financial asset taken into possession Reference date
*PF Other non-financial asset taken into possession Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator
*P Other non-financial asset taken into possession type

An Other non-financial asset taken into possession is an Other 
non-financial asset that has been taken into possession (by the 
reporting agent).

Equity instrument that is not a security Issuer assignmentI

*PF Instrument Reference date
*PF Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Instrument identifier
*PF Issuer Organisation Party Reference date
*PF Issuer Organisation Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Issuer Organisation Party identifier
*PF Issuer Organisation role type

An Equity instrument that is not a security Issuer assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the Instrument is an Equity 
instrument that is not a security and the Entity role is Issuer.

Covered bondS

* Type of asset provided as security

A Covered bond is a Debt security with 
underlying assets where, in the event of 
failure (of payment) of the issuer, the 
underlying assets are used on a priority 
basis for the reimbursement of the principal 
and payment of the accrued interest of the 
Covered bond (similar to the meaning of 
Directive 2009/65/EC, Article 52 (4)).

Fund securityS

A Fund security 
is an Equity and 
fund security in 
the form of a 
Fund.

Non-reporting member stateR

A Non-reporting member state is a Country that does not 
fulfill the definition of Regulation (EU) 867/2016, Article 
1(1).

Financial lease Lessor assignmentI

*PF Financial lease Instrument Reference date
*PF Financial lease Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Financial lease Instrument identifier
*PF Lessor Party Reference date
*PF Lessor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Lessor Party role type
*PF Lessor Party identifier

A Financial lease Lessor assignment is the 
combination of a Financial lease and a Lessor 
that indicates which Financial lease is 
assigned to which Lessor.

Accounting classification for financial assetsR

*P Accounting classification

An Accounting classification for financial assets is an Accounting classification for 
financial instruments that are classified as financial assets.

Security positionS

*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
*PF Investor Party Reference date
*PF Investor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Investor Party identifier
*PF Investor Party role type
* Security position type

A Security position is the 
combination of a Security and an 
Investor that indicates which 
Investor has invested in which 
Security.

Issue based rating systemR

An Issue based rating system is a (Credit) Rating 
system that evaluates the creditworthiness of a 
borrower with respect to a particular debt or 
financial obligation.

Graded rating systemR

A Graded Rating system is a Rating system 
that assigns a Rating grade to a Party, 
Instrument or Debt security.

Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignment encumbrance dataS

*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
*PF Investor Party Reference date
*PF Investor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Investor Party role type
*PF Investor Party identifier
*PF Source of encumbrance
* Encumbered nominal amount
*PF Prudential portfolio type

A Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignment encumbrance data is 
encumbrance related information about a Long debt security position Prudential 
portfolio assignment.

Other non-financial asset taken into possession before the periodB

An Other non-financial asset taken into possession before the period is an 
Other non-financial asset taken into possession that has been taken into 
possession before the period.

Non-central government rating systemR

A Non-Central government rating system is 
an Issuer based rating system where the 
Issuer is not a Central government.

Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignment encumbrance dataS

*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
*PF Investor Party Reference date
*PF Investor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Investor Party role type
*PF Investor Party identifier
*PF Source of encumbrance
* Encumbered number of shares
*PF Prudential portfolio type

A Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignment encumbrance data is 
encumbrance related information about a Long equity or fund security position Prudential 
portfolio assignment.

Synthetic securitisation involving an SSPES

A Synthetic securitisation involving an SSPE is a 
Synthetic securitisation that involves a 
Securitisation Special Purpose Entity (SSPE).

Security Issuer assignmentS

*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
*PF Issuer Organisation Party Reference date
*PF Issuer Organisation Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Issuer Organisation Party identifier
*PF Issuer Organisation Party role type

A Security Issuer assignment is 
the combination of a Security 
and an Issuer that indicates 
which Security is issued by 
which Issuer.

Central government rating systemR

A Central government rating system is 
an Issuer based rating system where the 
Issuer is a Central government.

Numeric rating systemR

A Numeric rating system is a Rating system 
that assigns a (numeric) Probability of 
Default of a Party, Instrument or Debt 
security.

Rating grade for issuer based rating system for central governmentR

*PF Rating system name
*PF Rating agency name
*PF Rating agency Reference date
*PF Rating agency Reporting agent identifier
*P Rating grade

A Rating grade for issuer based rating systems for Central government is a 
Rating grade for issuer based rating systems associated with a Central 
government.

Asset pool Loan (excluding repurchase agreement) assignmentS

*PF Asset pool Reference date
*PF Asset pool Reporting agent identifier
*PF Asset pool identifier
*PF Loan Instrument Reference date
*PF Loan Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Loan Instrument identifier
* Percentage retained
* Percentage transfered

An Asset pool Loan (excluding repurchase agreement) assignment is the 
combination of an Asset pool (subject to a securitisation and other 
credit transfer) and a Loan (excluding repurchase agreement) that 
indicates which Loan is assigned to which Asset pool (subject to a 
securitisation and other credit transfer).

Asset pool (subject to a Covered bond program)S

* Asset class according to CRR, Article 129

An Asset pool (subject to a Covered bond program) is 
an Asset pool (subject to a Securitisation and other 
credit transfer) that is associated with a Covered 
bond program.

Security Entity role assignmentS

* Security Entity role assignment type

A Security or Exchange tradable derivative Entity 
role assignment is the combination of a Security 
or Exchange tradable derivative and an Entity 
role that indicates which Security or Exchange 
tradable derivative is associated with which 
Entity role.

Securitisation and other credit transferS

* Securitisation and other credit transfer type

It comprises information on securitisations, as defined in 
Article 4.1(61) of Regulation No 575/2013, and other sales 
of assets. It refers to situations when: a.the 
securitisation or the credit transfer originates from the 
institution and the transferred assets are recognised in 
its balance sheet; or b. when the transferred assets are 
serviced by the institution, both in the case the 
securitisation or the credit transfer originates from the 
institution and in the case it originates from another 
entity.

Tranche in a synthetic securitisation without SSPE being a financial guaranteeS

*PF Securitisation Reporting agent identifier
*PF Securitisation Reference date
*PF Securitisation identifier
*PF Financial guarantee Instrument Reference date
*PF Financial guarantee Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Financial guarantee Instrument identifier

A Tranche in a synthetic securitisation without SSPE being a Financial guarantee is a 
Tranch in a synthetic securitisation without SSPE that is a Financial guarantee.

Life insurance policy 
pledged collateral

P

Life insurance policies 
pledged collateral is a 
Financial collateral that 
adheres to the definition of 
Life insurance policies that 
are pledged to the lending 
institutions in accordance 
with Regulation (EU) No 575/
2013.

Tranche in a synthetic securitisation without SSPE being a depositS

*PF Securitisation Reporting agent identifier
*PF Securitisation Reference date
*PF Securitisation identifier
*PF Deposit Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Deposit Instrument Reference date
*PF Deposit Instrument identifier

A Tranche in a synthetic securitisation without SSPE being a Deposit is a 
Tranch in a synthetic securitisation without SSPE that is a Deposit (acting 
as a collateral).

Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignmentS

* Number of shares

A Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignment is a 
Long security position Portfolio assignment where the Security is an Equity or 
Fund security.

Covered bond issuanceS

*PF Covered bond program Reference date
*PF Covered bond program Reporting agent identifier
*PF Covered bond program identifier
*PF Covered bond Security Reference date
*PF Covered bond Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Covered bond Security identifier

A Covered bond issuance is a Covered bond issued under a 
Covered bond program.

Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignmentS

* Nominal amount
* Arrears for the instrument
*F Impairment assessment method
*F Impairment status

A Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignment is a 
Long security position Portfolio assignment where the Security is a 
Debt security.

Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignmentS

* Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment type
* Number of shares

A Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment is a Long security 
position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment where the Security is an Equity or fund security.

Covered bond programS

*PF Covered bond program Reference date
*PF Covered bond program Reporting agent identifier
*P Covered bond program identifier
*F Asset pool identifier
*F Asset pool Reference date
*F Asset pool Reporting agent identifier

A covered bond program is a form of credit transfer that 
involves the sale of a package of loans to a another financial 
institution for resale.

Short security positionS

* Carrying amount

A Short security position is a Security position where the Investor (i.e. 
the holder of the Security position) sells the Security first with the 
intention to repurchasing it or covering it later (at a lower price).

Issuer based rating systemR

* Issuer based rating system type

An Issuer based rating system is a (Credit) Rating system 
that quantifies the creditworthiness of a borrower in 
general terms.

Security or exchange tradable derivative positionS

* Security or Exchange tradable derivative position type

A Security or exchange tradable derivative position is the 
combination of a Security or exchange tradable derivative and an 
Investor that indicates which Investor invests in which Security or 
exchange tradable derivative.

Non-default financial asset instrument individually assessedI

* Non-default financial asset instrument individually assessed type

A Non-default financial asset instrument individually assessed is a Financial 
asset instrument individually assessed that is not classified as defaulted 
according to Regulation (EU) 575/2013, Article 178.

Long equity or fund security positionS

* Number of shares

An Long equity or fund security position is 
a Long security position where the Security 
is an Equity or Fund security.

Non-balance sheet recognised exchange tradable 
derivative liability position

S

An Exchange tradable derivative liability position is an 
Exchange tradable derivative position role which is not balance 
sheet recognised.

Rating grade Other organisation assignmentR

*PF Rating system name
*PF Rating agency name
*PF Rating grade
*PF Rating agency Reference date
*PF Rating agency Reporting agent identifier
*PF Party identifier
*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier

A Rating grade Other organisation assignment is the 
combination of a Rating grade for issuer based rating 
system for non-central government and an Other 
organisation that indicates which Other organisation 
is assigned which Rating grade for issuer based 
rating system for non-central government.

Rating agencyR

*PF Rating agency Reference date
*PF Rating agency Reporting agent identifier
*P Rating agency name
*F Export Credit Agency (ECA) / External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI)

A (Credit) Rating agency is a credit rating agency that is registered or certified in 
accordance with Regulation (EC) No 1060/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
16 September 2009 on credit rating agencies or a central bank issuing credit ratings which 
are exempt from the application of Regulation (EC) No 1060/2009.
A Rating agency can be either an Extern Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI) or an Export 
Credit Agency (ECA).
An export credit agency (known in trade finance as an ECA) or investment insurance agency is 
a private or quasi-governmental institution that acts as an intermediary between national 
governments and exporters to issue export insurance solutions, guarantees for financing. The 
financing can take the form of credits (financial support) or credit insurance and guarantees 
(pure cover) or both, depending on the mandate the ECA has been given by its government. ECAs 
can also offer credit or cover on their own account. This does not differ from normal banking 
activities. Some agencies are government-sponsored, others private, and others a combination 
of the two.

Synthetic securitisation without involvement of an SSPES

A Synthetic securitisation without the involvement of an SSPE is 
a Synthetic securitisation that does not involve a Securitisation 
Special Purpose Entity (SSPE).

Long debt security positionS

* Nominal amount

A Long debt security position is 
a Long security position where 
the Security is a Debt security.

Accounting classification for financial liabilitiesR

*P Accounting classification

An Accounting classification for financial liabilities is an Accounting classification for 
financial instruments that are classified as financial liabilities.

Synthetic securitisationS

* Synthetic securitisation type

Regulation (EU) 2402/2017, Article 2(10):
‘Synthetic securitisation’ means a 
securitisation where the transfer of 
risk is achieved by the use of credit 
derivatives or guarantees, and the 
exposures being securitised remain 
exposures of the originator.

Rating systemR

*PF Rating agency name
*PF Rating agency Reference date
*PF Rating agency Reporting agent identifier
*P Rating system name
* Rating system type by nature (Grade vs. Numeric)
* Rating system type by target (Issue vs. Issuer based)
*F Short term credit assessment indicator

A (Credit) Rating system is a system that evaluates the the creditworthiness 
of a borrower in general terms or with respect to a particular debt or 
financial obligation [based on https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/
creditrating.asp].

Debt security borrowing and lending transaction componentI

* Nominal amount

A Debt security borrowing and lending transaction component is a 
Security borrowing and lending transaction component where the 
Security is a Debt security.

Long security positionS

* Long security position type

A Long security position is a Security 
position where the Investor holds the 
Security position.

Financial asset instrument individually assessedI

* Financial asset instrument individually assessed type

A Financial asset instrument individually assessed is a Potential 
retail exposure class financial asset instrument where a Transaction 
based assessment of the Detault status has been applied in 
accordance with Regulation (EU) 575/2013, Article 178 Default of an 
obligor.
Regulation (EU) 575/2013, Article 178 Default of an obligor:
"In the case of retail exposures, institutions may apply the 
definition of default laid down in points (a) and (b) of the first 
subparagraph at the level of an individual credit facility rather 
than in relation to the total obligations of a borrower.".

Rating grade for issuer based rating system for non-central governmentR

*PF Rating system name
*PF Rating agency name
*PF Rating agency Reference date
*PF Rating agency Reporting agent identifier
*P Rating grade

A Rating grade for issuer based rating systems for non-Central government is a 
Rating grade for issuer based rating systems associated with a Party that is not 
a Central government.

Equity or fund security borrowing and lending transaction componentI

* Number of shares

A Equity or Fund security borrowing and lending transaction component is a 
Security borrowing and lending transaction component where the Security is 
an Equity or Fund security.

Accounting classificationR

* Accounting classification type

An Accounting classification is a system for assigning assets and 
liabilities into groups, based on common characteristics.

Tranche in a synthetic securitisation without SSPES

* Tranch in a synthetic securitisation without SSPE type

A Tranche in a synthetic securitisation without SSPE is either a 
Financial guarantee or a Deposit acting as a collateral for a 
particular part of the underlying Pool of assets.

Other non-financial asset taken into possession during the periodB

An Other non-financial asset taken into possession during the period is an 
Other non-financial asset taken into possession that has been taken into 
possession during the period.

Rating grade for issue based rating systemR

*PF Rating system name
*PF Rating agency name
*PF Rating agency Reference date
*PF Rating agency Reporting agent identifier
*P Rating grade

A Rating grade for issue based rating system is a 
Rating grade associated with an Issue based rating 
system.

Credit transfer other than securitisation and covered bond programS

*PF Credit transfer other than securitisation and covered bond program Reference date
*PF Credit transfer other than securitisation and covered bond program Reporting agent identifier
*P Credit transfer other than securitisation and covered bond program identifier
*F Asset pool identifier
*F Asset pool Reference date
*F Asset pool Reporting agent identifier

A Credit transfer other than Securitisation and Covered bond program is a Securitisation and other credit 
transfer that is not a Securitisation or a Covered bond program.

InvestorP

An Investor is a Party role where the Party invests in a position. Examples 
are the Investor in a Debt security position.
Please note that this definition also includes Investors as defined in 
Regulation (EU) 2402/2017, Article 2(11):
"'Investor' means a natural or legal person holding a securitisation position".

Long security position Prudential portfolio assignmentS

*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
*PF Investor Party Reference date
*PF Investor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Investor Party role type
*PF Investor Party identifier
*PF Prudential portfolio type
* Long security position Prudential portfolio assignment type

A Long security position Prudential portfolio assignment is the 
combination of a Long security position and a Prudential portfolio that 
indicates which Long security position is assigned to which Prudential 
portfolio.

Rating grade for issuer based rating systemR

* Rating grade for issuer based rating system type

A Rating grade for issuer based rating systems is a Rating 
grade associated with an Issuer based rating system.

Rating gradeR

* Rating grade type

A Rating grade is a grade 
representing the probability 
of default of a Party, 
Instrument or Debt security.

Rating system applied to a Legal personR

*PF Rating system name
*PF Rating agency name
*PF Rating agency Reference date
*PF Rating agency Reporting agent identifier
*PF Party identifier
*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier
* Probability of default

A Rating system applied to a Party is the combination 
of a Numeric rating system and a Party that indicates 
which Party is evaluated based on which Numeric rating 
system with which Probability of Default.

Asset pool (subject to a Securitisation)S

* Carrying amount

An Asset pool (subject to a Securitisation) is 
an Asset pool (subject to a Securitisation and 
other credit transfer) that is associated with 
a Securitisation.

Long security position Prudential portfolio assignment risk dataS

*PF Prudential portfolio type
*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
*PF Investor Party Reference date
*PF Investor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Investor Party role type
*PF Investor Party identifier
*P Exposure class
* Exposure value
* Risk-weight
* Specific risk weight
* Loss given default (LGD) in downturns
* Loss given default (LGD) in normal economic times
*F Approach for prudential purposes

A Long security position Prudential portfolio assignment risk data is risk 
related information about a A Long debt security position Prudential 
portfolio assignment.

Exchange tradable optionS

An Exchange tradable option 
is an Exchange tradable 
derivative in the form of an 
option.

Asset pool (subject to a Securitisation and other credit transfer)S

*PF Asset pool Reference date
*PF Asset pool Reporting agent identifier
*P Asset pool identifier
* Asset pool (subject to securitisation and other credit transfer) type

An Asset pool (subject to a Securitisation and other credit transfer) is a pool of 
assets that is subject to a Securitisation or other credit transfer. It may comprise 
Instruments or (parts of) Security positions that have been removed from the 
Reporting agents' balance sheet, e.g. in case of a Traditional securitisation using 
an SSPE, where the Reporting agents acts in the role of a Servicer.

Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignmentS

* Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment type
* Nominal amount
* Accumulated write-offs
* Accrued interest
* Accumulated impairment

A Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment is a Long security 
position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment where the Security is an Debt security.

Exchange tradable derivative positionS

*PF Exchange tradable derivative Security Reference date
*PF Exchange tradable derivative Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Exchange tradable derivative Security identifier
*PF Seller Party Reference date
*PF Seller Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Seller Party identifier
*PF Seller Party role type
*PF Buyer Party Reference date
*PF Buyer Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Buyer Party identifier
*PF Buyer Party role type
* Notional amount
*F Held for sale indicator

An Exchange tradable derivative position is a Security or 
Exchange tradable derivative position with an Exchange 
tradable derivative.

Advance Creditor assignmentI

*PF Advance Instrument Reference date
*PF Advance Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Advance Instrument identifier
*PF Creditor Party Reference date
*PF Creditor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Creditor Party role type
*PF Creditor Party identifier

An Advance Creditor assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where 
the Instrument is an Advance and the 
Entity role is Creditor.

Rating grade Country assignmentR

*PF Rating agency Reference date
*PF Rating agency Reporting agent identifier
*PF Rating system name
*PF Rating agency name
*PF Country code
*PF Rating grade

A Rating grade country assignment is the combination 
of a Rating grade for issuer based rating systems 
for Central government and a Country that indicates 
which Rating grade for issuer based rating systems 
for Central government is assigned to which Country.

SecuritisationS

*PF Securitisation Reference date
*PF Securitisation Reporting agent identifier
*P Securitisation identifier
* Securitisation type
*F Significant risk transfer indicator
*F Treatment of securitised / transfered assets in balance sheet
*F Simple, transparent and standardised (STS) securitisation indicator
*F Re-securitisation indicator
* Percentage retained
*F Asset pool identifier
*F Asset pool Reference date
*F Asset pool Reporting agent identifier

A Securitisation is a transaction or scheme, whereby the credit risk associated 
with an exposure or pool of exposures is tranched, having both of the following 
characteristics: (a) payments in the transaction or scheme are dependent upon the 
performance of the exposure or pool of exposures; (b) the subordination of tranches 
determines the distribution of losses during the ongoing life of the transaction or 
scheme (CRR, Article 4(1)(61)).

Financial asset instrument debtor assessedI

* Financial asset instrument debtor assessed type
* Accumulated recoveries since default

A Financial asset instrument debtor assessed is a Potential 
retail exposure class financial asset instrument where a 
debtor based approach has been applied to evaluate the 
Default status.

Tranche in a Traditional securitisationS

*PF Securitisation Reporting agent identifier
*PF Securitisation Reference date
*PF Securitisation identifier
*PF Asset backed security Security Reference date
*PF Asset backed security Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Asset backed security Security identifier

Regulation (EU) 2402/2017, Article 2, (6):
´Tranche’ means a contractually established segment of 
the credit risk associated with an exposure or a pool 
of exposures, where a position in the segment entails 
a risk of credit loss greater than or less than a 
position of the same amount in another segment, 
without taking account of credit protection provided 
by third parties directly to the holders of positions 
in the segment or in other segments.

Asset pool (subject to a credit transfer other than securitisation and covered bond program)S

An Asset pool (subject to other credit transfer different than a Covered bond program) is an Asset pool (
subject to a Securitisation and other credit transfer) that is associated with an other credit transfer 
different than Covered bond program.

Exchange tradable futureS

An Exchange tradable future 
is an Exchange tradable 
derivative in the form of a 
future.

Traditional securitisationS

F Credit facility identifier
F Credit facility Reference date
F Credit facility Reporting agent identifier

Regulation (EU) 2402/2017, Article 2 (9):
´Traditional securitisation’ means a securitisation involving the transfer of the 
economic interest in the exposures being securitised through the transfer of ownership 
of those exposures from the originator to an SSPE or through sub-participation by an 
SSPE, where the securities issued do not represent payment obligations of the originator.

Discount or excess spreadS

*PF Securitisation Reference date
*PF Securitisation Reporting agent identifier
*PF Securitisation identifier
* Discount or excess spread amount

Protection valuation approachR

*P Type of protection valuation approach

Protection valuation approach is a 
type of protection valuation; method 
used to determine the protection value.

Asset pool Debt security position assignmentS

*PF Asset pool Reference date
*PF Asset pool Reporting agent identifier
*PF Asset pool identifier
*PF Debt Security Reference date
*PF Debt Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Debt Security identifier
*PF Investor Party Reference date
*PF Investor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Investor Party identifier
*PF Investor Party role type
* Nominal amount transfered

An Asset pool Debt security position assignment is 
the combination of an Asset pool and a Debt security 
position that indicates which (part of a) Debt 
security position is comprised in which Asset pool.

Investment propertyB

* Investment property type

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/investment-property.asp:
An investment property is real estate property purchased with the 
intention of earning a return on the investment either through rental 
income, the future resale of the property, or both. The property may 
be held by an individual investor, a group of investors, or a 
corporation.
An investment property can be a long-term endeavor or a short-term 
investment. With the latter, investors will often engage in flipping, 
where real estate is bought, remodeled or renovated, and sold at a 
profit within a short time frame.
The term investment property may also be used to describe other assets 
an investor purchases for the sake of future appreciation such as art, 
securities, land, or other collectibles.

Other loan Creditor assignmentI

*PF Other loan Instrument Reference date
*PF Other loan Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Other loan Instrument identifier
*PF Creditor Party Reference date
*PF Creditor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Creditor Party role type
*PF Creditor Party identifier

An Other loan Creditor assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the 
Instrument is of type Other loan and the 
Entity role is Creditor.

Master agreement Clearing member assignmentC

*PF Master agreement Reference date
*PF Master agreement Reporting agent identifier
*PF Master agreement identifier
*PF Clearing member Organisation Party Reference date
*PF Clearing member Organisation Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Clearing member Organisation Party identifier
*PF Clearing member Organisation role type

A Master agreement Clearing member assignment is a 
Master agreement Party role assignment where the Party 
role is a Clearing member.

Debt security issued (by the reporting agent)S

*PF Debt Security Reference date
*PF Debt Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Debt Security identifier
*PF Accounting classification
* Debt security issued type
* Nominal amount
* Carrying amount
* Type of product

A Debt security issued (by the Reporting agent) is 
a Debt security where the Reporting agent is the 
Debtor.

Deferred tax assetB

A Deferred tax asset is a Tax asset 
according to Accounting Directive art 
17(1)(f); CRR art 4(1)(106)for IFRS: 
IAS 1.54(o); IAS 12.5; CRR art 4(1)(
106) (for for nGaap).

Deferred tax liabilityB

According to IAS 1.54(o);
 IAS 12.5; CRR art 4(1)(
108).

Long security position Prudential Portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignmentS

*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
*PF Investor Party Reference date
*PF Investor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Investor Party role type
*PF Investor Party identifier
*PF Accounting classification
* Long security position Prudentiial Portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment type
* Accumulated negative value adjustments. Market risk induced
* Arrears for the instrument
* Fair value changes due to hedge accounting
* Carrying amount
* Gross carrying amount excluding accrued interest
*F Impairment assessment method
*F Impairment status
*PF Prudential portfolio type

A Long security position Prudential Portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment is the combination of 
a Long security position Prudentiial Portfolio assignment and an Accounting classification for financial assets assignment that indicates 
which Long security position Prudentiial Portfolio assignment is assigned to which Accounting classification for financial assets 
assignment.

Other employee benefitB

According to IAS 19.153; 
IAS 1.78(d); Annex V.Part 2.
10.

Instrument roleI

*PF Instrument identifier
*PF Instrument Reference date
*PF Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*P Instrument role type

An Instrument role is a role an 
Instrument may act in.

Balance sheet nettingC

*PF Balance sheet netting Reference date
*PF Balance sheet netting Reporting agent identifier
*P Balance sheet netting identifier

A Balance sheet netting is the result of an 
operation in which financial Instruments are 
netted / off-set with each other for 
accounting purposes.

Protection Protection provider assignmentP

*PF Protection arrangement Reference date
*PF Protection arrangement Reporting agent identifier
*PF Protection arrangement identifier
*F Primary protection provider indicator
*PF Party role type
*PF Party identifier
*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier

A Protection Protection provider assignment is the 
composition of a Protection arrangement and a 
Protection provider that indicates which 
Protection provider provides which Protection.

Other provisionB

*PF Other provision Reference date
*PF Other provision Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator

A Other provisions is a Provision 
that is not Funds for general 
banking risk, Employee benefit, 
Resturcturing and Pending legal 
issues and tax litigation.

Master agreement Non-qualifying central counterparty assignmentC

*PF Master agreement Reference date
*PF Master agreement Reporting agent identifier
*PF Master agreement identifier
*PF Non-qualifying central counterparty Organisation Party Reference date
*PF Non-qualifying central counterparty Organisation Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Non-qualifying central counterparty Organisation Party identifier
*PF Non-qualifying central counterparty Organisation role type

A Master agreement Non-qualifying central counterparty assignment is a 
Master agreement Central counterparty assignment where the Central 
counterparty is a Non-qualifying central counterparty assignment.

Master agreementC

*PF Master agreement Reference date
*PF Master agreement Reporting agent identifier
*P Master agreement identifier
* Master agreement type

A Master agreement is an arrangement 
that bundles Financial contacts and / 
or Protection arrangements.

Collateral annexC

A Collateral annex is an annex 
related to a Master agreement 
that specifies the conditions of 
the involved collateral.

Non-financial assetB

* Non-financial asset type

A Non-financial asset is an Asset 
that is not a Financial asset.

Property, plant and equipmentB

* Property, plant and equipment type

As defined in IAS 16.6; IAS 1.54(a).
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/06/propertyplantequipment.asp:
Property, plant, and equipment are physical or tangible assets that are long-term 
assets that typically have a life of more than one year. Examples of property, 
plant, and equipment (PP&E) include:
* Vehicles like trucks
* Office furniture
* Machinery
* Buildings
* Undeveloped land
Property, plant, and equipment assets are also called fixed assets, which are 
long-term physical assets. Industries that are considered capital intensive have 
a significant amount of fixed assets, such as oil companies, auto manufacturers, 
and steel companies.

Non-performing financial asset instrument debtor assessedI

* Date of non-performing status
*F Non-performing prior to forbearance indicator

A Non-performing financial asset instrument debtor assessed is a 
Financial asset instrument debtor assessed that is classified as 
non-performing according to FINREP, Annex V, part 2 (213)-(239).

Non-performing non-default financial asset instrument individually 
assessed

I

* Date of non-performing status
*F Non-performing prior to forbearance indicator

A Non-performing non-default financial asset instrument individually assessed is 
a Non-default financial asset instrument individually assessed that is 
classified as non-performing according to FINREP, Annex V, part 2 (213)-(239).

Other commitment Debtor assignmentI

*PF Other commitment Instrument Reference date
*PF Other commitment Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Other commitment Instrument identifier
*PF Loan debtor Party Reference date
*PF Loan debtor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Loan debtor Party role type
*PF Loan debtor Party identifier

An Other commitment Debtor assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the 
Instrument is an Other commitment and the Entity 
role is Debtor.

Repurchase agreement Buyer assignmentI

*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument Reference date
*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument identifier
*PF Buyer Party Reference date
*PF Buyer Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Buyer Party role type
*PF Buyer Party identifier

A Repurchase agreement Buyer assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the 
Instrument is a Repurchase agreement and the Entity 
role is Buyer.

Instrument Protection arrangement assignmentC

*PF Instrument identifier
*PF Protection arrangement identifier
*PF Protection arrangement Reference date
*PF Instrument Reference date
*PF Protection arrangement Reporting agent identifier
*PF Instrument Reporting agent identifier

An Instrument Protection arrangement assignment is the 
combination of an Instrument and a Protection arrangement 
that indicates which Instrument is related to which 
Protection arrangement.

Current tax assetB

A Current tax asset is 
a Tax asset according 
to IAS 1.54(n); IAS 12.
5.

Master agreement Entity role assignmentC

* Master agreement Entity role type

A Master agreement Entity role assignment is 
the combination of a Master agreement and a 
Party role that indicates which Master 
agreement involves which Entity role.

Financial guarantee instrument Beneficiary assignmentI

*PF Financial guarantee Instrument Reference date
*PF Financial guarantee Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Financial guarantee Instrument identifier
*PF Beneficiary Party Reference date
*PF Beneficiary Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Beneficiary Party role type
*PF Beneficiary Party identifier

A Financial guarantee instrument Beneficiary assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the Instrument is a 
Financial guarantee instrument and the Entity role is 
Beneficiary.

Other non-financial assetB

* Other non-financial asset type

A Other non-financial asset is a Non-
financial asset that is not Goodwill, Tax 
asset, Investment property, Other 
intangible asset and Property, plant and 
equiptment.

Master agreement with a non-qualified central counterpartyC

A Master agreement with a non-qualifying central counterparty is a 
Master agreement with a central counterparty where the Central 
counterparty is a Non-qualifying central counterparty.

Funds for general banking riskB

*PF Funds for general banking risk Reference date
*PF Funds for general banking risk Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator

According to BAD art 38.1; CRR art 4(
112); Annex V.Part 2.15.

Current tax liabilityB

According to IAS 1.54(
n); IAS 12.5.

Credit card debt Debtor assignmentI

*PF Credit card debt Instrument Reference date
*PF Credit card debt Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Credit card debt Instrument identifier
*PF Loan debtor Party Reference date
*PF Loan debtor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Loan debtor Party role type
*PF Loan debtor Party identifier

A Credit card debt Debtor assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the 
Instrument is a Credit card debt and the Entity 
role is Loan debtor.

Other loan Debtor assignmentI

*PF Other loan Instrument Reference date
*PF Other loan Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Other loan Instrument identifier
*PF Loan debtor Party Reference date
*PF Loan debtor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Loan debtor Party role type
*PF Loan debtor Party identifier
*F Main debtor indicator
* Joint liability amount

An Other loan Debtor assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the 
Instrument is of type Other loan and the 
Entity role is Loan debtor.

Other non-financial liabilityB

*PF Other non-financial liability Reference date
*PF Other non-financial liability Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator

A Other non-financial liability is a 
Non-financial liability that is not a 
Tax liability or Share capital 
repayable on demand or Provision.

Tax liabilityB

*PF Tax liability Reference date
*PF Tax liability Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator
*P Tax liability type

A Tax liability according to IAS 1.
54(n);  IAS 12.5; CRR, Article 4(1)(
108).

Financial guarantee instrument Protection provider assignmentI

*PF Financial guarantee Instrument Reference date
*PF Financial guarantee Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Financial guarantee Instrument identifier
*PF Protection provider Party Reference date
*PF Protection provider Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Protection provider Party role type
*PF Protection provider Party identifier

A Financial guarantee instrument Protection provider assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the Instrument is a Financial 
guarantee instrument and the Entity role is Protection provider.

Non-performing non-retail exposure class financial asset instrumentI

* Date of non-performing status
*F Non-performing prior to forbearance indicator

A Non-performing non-retail exposure class financial asset instrument is a 
Non-retail exposure class financial asset instrument that is classified as 
non-performing according to FINREP, Annex V, part 2 (213)-(239).

Employee benefitB

*PF Employee benefit Reference date
*PF Employee benefit Reporting agent identifier
*P Employee benefit type
*PF Held for sale indicator

Master agreement with a qualifying central counterpartyC

A Master agreement with a qualifying central counterparty is a 
Master agreement with a central counterparty where the Central 
counterparty is a Qualifying central counterparty.

GoodwillB

*PF Goodwill Reference date
*PF Goodwill Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/goodwill.asp:
Goodwill is an intangible asset that is associated with the purchase of one 
company by another. Specifically, goodwill is recorded in a situation in 
which the purchase price is higher than the sum of the fair value of all 
identifiable tangible and intangible assets purchased in the acquisition and 
the liabilities assumed in the process. The value of a company’s brand name, 
solid customer base, good customer relations, good employee relations, and 
any patents or proprietary technology represent some examples of goodwill.

Pending legal issues and tax litigationB

*PF Pending legal issues and tax litigation Reference date
*PF Pending legal issues and tax litigation Reporting agent identifier

According to IAS 37.Appendix C. Examples 
6 and 10.

Credit risk mitigation arragementC

A Credit risk mitigation arrangement is 
a Protection arrangement that is not a 
Collateral annex.

Investment property not taken into possessionB

*PF Investment property not taken into possession Reference date
*PF Investment property not taken into possession Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator
*PF Measurement method
*PF Subject to operating lease indicator

Investment property not taken into possession is 
Investment property that has not been taken into 
possession (by the reporting agent) as part of 
collateral recovery.

Master agreement Financial contract assignmentC

*PF Master agreement Reporting agent identifier
*PF Master agreement Reference date
*PF Master agreement identifier
*PF Financial contract Reference date
*PF Financial contract Reporting agent identifier
*PF Financial contract identifier

A Master agreement Financial contract assignment is the 
combination of a Master agreement and a Financial 
contract that indicates which Master agreement 
comprises which Financial contract.

Rating grade for issue based rating system Debt security assignmentR

*PF Rating agency Reference date
*PF Rating agency Reporting agent identifier
*PF Rating system name
*PF Rating agency name
*PF Rating grade
*PF Security identifier
*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier

A Rating grade for issue based rating system Debt security assignment is the 
combination of a Rating grade for issue based rating system and a Debt 
security that indicates which Rating grade for issue based rating system is 
assigned to which Debt security.

Pension and other post-employment defined benefit obligationB

According to IAS 19.63; IAS 1.78(d); Annex V.Part 2.9.

RestructuringB

*PF Restructuring Reference date
*PF Restructuring Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator

According to IAS 37.71, 84(a).

Financial asset instrumentI

* Financial asset instrument type
* Financial asset instrument type by CRR, Article 123 (Retail exposure)
* Financial asset instrument type by interest rate only
* Financial asset instrument type by fixed interest rate
* Financial asset instrument type by renegotiation status
* Freezing period in days
* Type of interest rate

Date past due
* Inception date
* Settlement date
*F Payment frequency
* Type of amortisation
*F Project finance loan indicator
* Commitment amount at inception
*F Debt financing according to AnaCredit indicator
*F Exposure with recourse indicator
*F Purpose
* Accumulated write-offs
* Fair value changes due to changes in credit risk before purchase
* Interest rate
* Arrears for the instrument
*F Subordinated debt indicator

A Financial asset instrument is an Instrument role where the Instrument acts in the role of a 
Financial asset (according to the applied accounting standard). Please note that a Financial 
asset instrument does not necessarily be recognised in the balance sheet.

Master agreement with a central counterpartyC

* Master agreement with central counterparty type

A Master agreement with a Central counterparty (CCP) is a 
Master agreement where a CCP is involved.

Financial liability instrumentI

* Financial liability instrument type

A Financial liability instrument is an 
Instrument role where the Instrument acts in the 
role of a Financial liability (according to the 
applied accounting standard). Please note that a 
Financial liability instrument does not 
necessarily be recognised in the balance sheet.

Other intangible assetB

* Other intangible asset type

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/
intangibleasset.asp:
An intangible asset is an asset that is 
not physical in nature. Goodwill, brand 
recognition and intellectual property, 
such as patents, trademarks, and 
copyrights, are all intangible assets. 
Intangible assets exist in opposition 
to tangible assets, which include land, 
vehicles, equipment, and inventory.

Tax assetB

*PF Tax asset  Reference date
*PF Tax asset Reporting agent identifier
*P Tax asset type
*PF Held for sale indicator

Tax asset according to IAS 1.54(n);
 IAS 12.5, Accounting Directive 
art 17(1)(f); CRR art 4(1)(106)
for IFRS: IAS 1.54(o); CRR art 4(
1)(106) (for for nGaap).

Balance sheet recognised financial liability instrumentI

* Balance sheet recognised financial liability instrument type
*F Accounting classification
* Accrued interest
* Carrying amount

A Balance sheet recognised financial liability instrument is a Financial 
liability instrument that is (at least to a certain extent) recognised in the 
balance sheet (of the reporting agent).

Reference dateR

*P Reference date

A Reference date is a date to which the data 
of this model is associated to.

Non-financial liabilityB

* Non-financial liability type

A Non-financial liability is a Liability 
that is not a Financial liability.

Other commitment Creditor assignmentI

*PF Other commitment Instrument Reference date
*PF Other commitment Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Other commitment Instrument identifier
*PF Creditor Party Reference date
*PF Creditor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Creditor Party role type
*PF Creditor Party identifier

An Other commitment Creditor assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role where the Instrument is an 
Other commitment and the Entity role is Creditor.

Advance Debtor assignmentI

*PF Advance Instrument Reference date
*PF Advance Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Advance Instrument identifier
*PF Loan debtor Party Reference date
*PF Loan debtor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Loan debtor Party role type
*PF Loan debtor Party identifier

An Advance Loan debtor assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where 
the Instrument is an Advance and the 
Entity role is Loan debtor.

Master agreement with a clearing memberC

A Master agreement with a Central counterparty 
clearing member is a Master agreement via a 
Central counterparty clearing member.

Credit card debt Creditor assignmentI

*PF Credit card debt Instrument Reference date
*PF Credit card debt Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Credit card debt Instrument identifier
*PF Creditor Party Reference date
*PF Creditor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Creditor Party role type
*PF Creditor Party identifier

A Credit card debt Creditor assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the 
Instrument is a Credit card debt and the Entity 
role is Creditor.

Protection arrangementC

*PF Protection arrangement Reference date
*PF Protection arrangement Reporting agent identifier
*P Protection arrangement identifier
* Protection arrangement type
* Maturity date of the protection arrangement

A Protection arrangement is an Arrangement that 
mitigates the credit risk that may arise from Contracts.

Balance sheet recognised financial asset instrumentI

* Balance sheet recognised financial asset instrument type
*F Accounting classification
* Accumulated negative value adjustments. Market risk induced
* Accrued interest
* Fair value changes due to hedge accounting
* Gross carrying amount excluding accrued interest
*F Impairment status
* Accumulated impairment
* Carrying amount
*F Balance sheet recognition status
*F Prudential portfolio type

A Balance sheet recognised financial asset instrument is a Financial asset 
instrument that is (at least to a certain extent) recognised in the balance 
sheet (of the reporting agent).

ProvisionB

* Provision type

Collateral received instrumentI

A Collateral received instrument is 
an Instrument role where the 
Instrument acts in the role of a 
Collateral received. E.g. a Financial 
guarantee instrument received as a 
collateral for a Loan.

Share capital repayable on demandB

*PF Share capital repayable on demand Reference date
*PF Share capital repayable on demand Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator

According to IAS 32 IE 33; IFRIC 2; 
Annex V.Part 2.12.

Cash on handB

*PF Cash on hand Reference date
*PF Cash on hand Reporting agent identifier
*PF Currency
*PF Held for sale indicator
* Carrying amount

Master agreement Central counterparty assignmentC

* Master agreement Central counterparty assignment type

A Master agreement Central counterparty assignment is a Master 
agreement Party role assignment where the Party role is a Central 
counterparty.

Repurchase agreement Seller assignmentI

*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument Reference date
*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Repurchase agreement Instrument identifier
*PF Seller Party Reference date
*PF Seller Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Seller Party role type
*PF Seller Party identifier

A Repurchase agreement Seller assignment is an 
Instrument Entity assignment where the Instrument is a 
Repurchase agreement and the Entity role is Seller.

Master agreement Qualifying central counterparty assignmentC

*PF Master agreement Reference date
*PF Master agreement Reporting agent identifier
*PF Master agreement identifier
*PF Qualifying central counterparty Organisation Party Reference date
*PF Qualifying central counterparty Organisation Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Qualifying central counterparty Organisation Party identifier
*PF Qualifying central counterparty Organisation role type

A Master agreement Qualifying central counterparty assignment is a 
Master agreement Central counterparty assignment where the Central 
counterparty is a Qualifying central counterparty assignment.

Off-balance sheet item given instrumentI

* Provisions associated with off-balance sheet exposures
* Accumulated changes in fair value
* Accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk
* Accumulated negative value adjustments. Market risk induced
* Fair value
*F Fair value hierarchy
*F Impairment status
* Accounting classification

An Off-balance sheet item given instrument is an Instrument role where the 
Instrument acts as an Off-balance sheet item given.

Credit risk mitigation assignmentP

*PF Collateral Reporting agent identifier
*PF Collateral Reference date
*PF Collateral identifier
*PF Protection arrangement Reference date
*PF Protection arrangement Reporting agent identifier
*PF Protection arrangement identifier

A credit risk mitigation membership is the combination of a Credit 
risk mitigation arrangement and a Protection item that indicates 
which Protection item is comprised in which Credit risk mitigation 
arrangement. 
Please note that the many-to-many relationship (established via this 
entity) is only applicable to Registered protection (and saving 
accounts where there exists a physical document (i.e. Sparbuch)), for 
all other Protection items the relationship between the Credit risk 
mitigation arrangement and the Protection item is of type one-to-many.

Collateral given instrumentI

A Collateral given instrument is an 
Instrument role where the Instrument 
acts in the role of a Collateral given.
 Examples are a Financial guarantee 
given by the Reporting agent to a 
Customer.

Non-retail exposure financial asset instrumentI

* Non-retail exposure financial asset instrument type
* Accumulated recoveries since default
*F Performing forborne exposure under probation reclassified from non-performing indicator

A Non-retail exposure financial asset instrument is a Financial asset instrument that does not fulfil the 
definition of Regulation (EU) 575/2013, Article 123 Retail exposure. Consequently, such a Financial asset 
instrument must not be assigned to the Exposure class Retail exposure.

Subsidiary, joint venture and associateG

A Subsidiary, joint venture and associate is an Internal group comprising all Subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates 
according the following definitions:
subsidiary: An entity that is controlled by another entity (see International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) 10: Consolidated 
Financial Statement, Appendix A Defined terms)
joint venture: A joint venture is a joint arrangement whereby the parties that have joint control of the arrangement have rights 
to the net assets of the arragement (see International Accounting Standard (IAS) 28: Investments in Associates and Joint Venturs (
3))
associate: An associate is an entity over which the investor has significant influence (see International Accounting Standard (IAS)
 28: Investments in Associates and Joint Venturs (3))

Central bank and private sector company roleP

*PF Central bank and private sector company Party identifier
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party Reference date
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party Reporting agent identifier
*P Central bank and private sector company role type
* Share capital
* Equity
* Total assets
* Profit (loss)

A Central bank and private sector company role is a Central bank and 
private sector company acting in a specific role. Examples are Subsidiary, 
Joint venture or Associate.

Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets 
assignment according to national general accepted accounting principles (nGAAP)

S

* General allowances for credit risk affecting carrying amount
* General allowances for bank risk affecting carrying amount (nGAAP)
*F Lower of cost or market (LOCOM) indicator
*F Purchased credit-impaired indicator

A Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment 
according to national general accepted accounting principles (nGAAP) is a Long debt security position Prudential 
portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment where the Accounting standard is nGAAP.

Postal codeR

* Postal code type

A Postal code in a region is a Postal code within a 
specific Region.

Single Supervisory Mechanism member countryR

Investment property taken into possessionB

*PF Investment property taken into possession Reference date
*PF Investment property taken into possession Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator
*P Investment property taken into possession type
*PF Measurement method
*PF Subject to operating lease indicator

Investment property taken into possession is Investment 
property that has been taken into possession (by the 
reporting agent) as part of collateral recovery.

Property, plant and equipment taken into possessionB

*PF Property, plant and equipment taken into possession Reference date
*PF Property, plant and equipment taken into possession Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator
*PF Subject to operating lease indicator
*P Property, plant and equipment taken into possession type

Property, plant and equipment taken into possession is Property, plant and 
equipment that has been taken into possession (by the reporting agent).

Non-fixed interest financial asset instrumentI

*F Reference rate
* Interest rate cap
* Interest rate floor
* Interest rate spread / margin

A Non-fixed interest financial asset instrument is a 
Financial asset instrument with non-fixed interest 
rate.

LenderP

A Lender is a Party role where 
the Party borrows a good to a 
Borrower.

Joint venture (of the reporting agent)P

A Joint venture (of the reporting agent)  is an Other organisation role where 
the Other organisation is a joint arragnemetn whereby the parties (one of them 
being the Reporting agent) that have joint control of the arrangement have 
rights to the net assets of the arragement (see International Accounting 
Standard (IAS) 28: Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures (3)).

Instrument Collateral received instrument assignmentI

*PF Instrument Reference date
*PF Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Instrument identifier
*PF Collateral received Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Collateral received Instrument Reference date
*PF Collateral received Instrument identifier
*PF Collateral received Instrument role type
* Protection allocated value

An Instrument Collateral received instrument assignment is the 
combination of an Instrument and a Collateral received instrument 
that indicates which Instrument is protected by which Collateral 
received instrument.

Balance sheet recognised financial asset instrument according to national 
general accepted accounting principles (nGAAP)

I

* General allowances for credit risk affecting carrying amount
* General allowances for bank risk affecting carrying amount (nGAAP)
*F Lower of cost or market (LOCOM) indicator
*F Purchased credit-impaired indicator

A Balance sheet recognised financial asset instrument according to national general 
accepted accounting principles (nGAAP) is a Balance sheet recognised financial asset 
instrument where the Accounting framework is nGAAP.

Abstract instrument roleI

* Abstract instrument role type

An Abstract instrument role is a role an 
Instrument may act in.

Model ContextR

*PF Reference date
*PF Reporting agent identifier

A Model context is context to this model. In this 
specific case it involves the Reporting agent 
identifier and the Reference date.

Equity or fund security position hedged by Over the counter (OTC) 
derivative

I

* Number of shares

A Equity or fund security postioin hedged by Over the counter (OTC) 
derivative is a Security postioin hedged by Over the counter (OTC) 
derivative where the Security is an Equity or fund security.

Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for 
financial assets assignment according to International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS)

S

*F Held for sale indicator
* Fair value change
*F Fair value option designation

A Long debt security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial 
assets assignment according to International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) is a Long debt security 
position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment where 
the Accounting standard is IFRS.

Property, plant and equipment taken into possession during the periodB

Property, plant and equipment taken into possession during the period is 
Property, plant and equipment taken into possession that has been taken into 
possession (by the reporting agent) during the period.

Subsidiary (of the reporting agent)P

A Subsidiary (of the reporting agent) is an Other organisation role where the Other 
organisation is controlled by the reporting agent (see International Financial 
Reporting Standard (IFRS) 10: Consolidated Financial Statements, Appendix A Defined 
terms).

Potential retail exposure class financial asset instrumentI

* Potential retail exposure class financial asset instrument type

A Potential retail exposure class financial asset instrument is a Financial 
asset instrument fulfilling the definition of Regulation (EU) 575/2013, 
Article 123 Retail exposure. Please note that this does not imply that such a 
Financial asset instrument is assigned to the Exposure class Retail exposure 
but it implies that it could be assigned to it.

Interest-only financial asset instrumentI

* End date of interest-only period

A Interest-only financial asset instrument is a 
Financial asset instrument with an interest-
only period.

Forbearance measure typeR

*P Forbearance measure

A Forbearance measure type is a 
classification of measures for 
the temporary postponement of 
payments.

Non-renegotiated financial asset instrumentI

A Non-renegotiated financial asset instrument is a 
Financial asset instrument where no renegotiation 
has taken place.

Registered Postal Code system countryR

* Registered Postal Code system country type

Other intangible asset taken into possessionB

*PF Other intangible asset taken into possession Reference date
*PF Other intangible asset taken into possession Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator
*P Other intangible asset taken into possession type
*PF Measurement method
*PF Subject to operating lease indicator

Other intangible asset taken into possession is Other 
intangible asset that has been taken into possession (by the 
reporting agent) as part of collateral recovery.

European Union member countryR

* European Union member country type

Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Other organisation role assignmentP

* Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Other organisation assignment type
* Accumulated equity interest (%)
* Acquisition cost
*F Accounting treatment (IFRS Group)
*F Accounting treatment (CRR Group)
* Carrying amount
* Entry date
* Fair value of investments for which there are published price quotations
* Goodwill link to the investee
* Voting rights (%)

A Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Central bank and private sector company role 
assignment is the combination of a Subsidiary, joint venture and associate and an Central 
bank and private sector company role that indicates which Subsidiary, joint venture and 
associate comprises which Central bank and private sector company role.

Non European Union member countryR

Other intangible asset not taken into possessionB

*PF Other intangible asset not taken into possession Reference date
*PF Other intangible asset not taken into possession Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator
*PF Measurement method
*PF Subject to operating lease indicator

Other intangible asset not taken into possession is 
Other intangible asset that has not been taken into 
possession (by the reporting agent) as part of 
collateral recovery.

Security borrowing and lending transaction Lender assignmentI

*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument Reference date
*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument identifier
*PF Lender Party Reference date
*PF Lender Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Lender Party role type
*PF Lender Party identifier

A Security borrowing and lending transaction Lender assignment is an 
Instrument Entity role assignment where the Instrument is a Security 
borrowing and lending transaction and the Entity role is Lender.

Security borrowing and lending transaction Borrower assignmentI

*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument Reference date
*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security borrowing and lending transaction Instrument identifier
*PF Borrower Party Reference date
*PF Borrower Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Borrower Party role type
*PF Borrower Party identifier

A Security borrowing and lending transaction Borrower assignment is an 
Instrument Entity assignment where the Instrument is a Security borrowing and 
lending transaction Borrower assignment and the Entity role Borrower.

BorrowerP

A Borrower is a Party role where 
the Party borrows a good from a 
Lender.

Property, plant and equipment taken into possession before the periodB

Property, plant and equipment taken into possession before the period is 
Property, plant and equipment taken into possession that has been taken into 
possession (by the reporting agent) before the period.

Other party codeP

*PF Party identifier
*PF Party Reference date
*PF Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Party code type
* Party code

An Other party code is a code (different to the 
Party identifier) of a Party. It is a 
combination of a Party and a Party code 
identifier.

Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for 
assets assignment according to International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS)

S

*F Held for sale indicator
* Fair value option designation
* Fair value change

A Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial 
assets assignment according to International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS)  is a Long equity or fund 
security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for financial assets assignment where 
the Accounting standard is IFRS.

Renegotiated financial asset instrumentI

* Renegotiated financial asset instrument type
* Date of renegotiation status

A Renegotiated financial asset instrument is a Financial 
asset instrument where a renegotiation has occured.

Security debtorP

A Security debtor is an Organisation 
role where the Organisation has the 
unconditional obligation to make 
repayments arising from a financial 
operation that is a Security.

Performing non-retail exposure class financial asset instrumentI

*F Performing forborne exposure under probation reclassified from non-performing indicator

A Performing non-retail exposure class financial asset instrument is a Non-
retail exposure class financial asset instrument that is classified as 
performing according to FINREP, Annex V, part 2 (213)-(239).

Balance sheet recognised financial asset instrument according to 
International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS)

I

*F Fair value option designation
*F Held for sale indicator
* Fair value change

A Balance sheet recognised financial asset instrument according to International 
Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) is a Balance sheet recognised financial asset 
instrument where the Accounting framework is IFRS.

BeneficiaryP

A Beneficiary is a Party role 
where the Party derives 
advantages from a transaction.

Trade receivable collateralP

Trade receivable collateral is 
a Financial collateral that 
adheres to the definition of 
Trade receivable in paragraph 
85(c) of part 2 of Annex V to 
the amended Implementing 
Regulation (EU) No 680/2014.

Other intangible asset taken into possession during the periodB

Other intangible asset taken into possession during the period is Other 
intangible asset taken into possession that has been taken into 
possession (by the reporting agent) during the period.

Renegotiated financial asset instrument 
with forbearance measure

I

*F Forbearance measure
* Date of forbearance measure

A Renegotiated financial asset instrument 
with forbearance measure is a Renegotiated 
financial asset instrument where 
forbearance measures have been applied.

Security position hedged by Over the counter (OTC) derivativeI

*PF Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Instrument Reference date
*PF Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Instrument Reporting agent identifier
*PF Over the counter (OTC) Derivative Instrument identifier
*PF Over the counter (OTC) derivative role type
*PF Security Reference date
*PF Security Reporting agent identifier
*PF Security identifier
*PF Investor Party role type
*PF Investor Party identifier
*PF Investor Party Reference date
*PF Investor Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Prudential portfolio type

A Security position hedged by Over the counter (OTC) derivative is the 
combination of a Security position and an Over the counter (OTC) 
derivative as a hedge that indicates which (portion of a) Security 
position is hedged by which Over the counter (OTC) derivative (acting in 
the role of an Over the counter (OTC) derivative as a hedge).

Subordinated debt typeR

*P Subordinated debt indicator

Regulation (EU) 1071/2013 of the ECB of 24 September 2013, Part 2 
Definitions of instrument categories, Table Instrument categories:
Subordinated debt instruments provide a subsidiary claim on the issuing 
institution that can only be exercised after all claims with a higher 
status, e.g. deposits/ loans, have been satisfied, giving them some of the 
characteristics of equity.

Other intangible asset taken into possession before the periodB

Other intangible asset taken into possession before the period is Other 
intangible asset taken into possession that has been taken into 
possession (by the reporting agent) before the period.

Renegotiated financial asset instrument without 
forbearance measure

I

A Renegotiated financial asset instrument without 
forbearance measure is a Renegotiated financial 
asset instrument where no forbearance measure have 
been applied.

Fiduciary instrument typeR

*P Fiduciary instrument indicator

An indicator specifying if an instrument is a fiduciary 
instrument or not.

Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Joint venture assignmentP

*PF Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Group Reference date
*PF Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Group Reporting agent identifier
*PF Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Group identifier
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party Reference date
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Central bank and private sector company role type
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party identifier

A Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Joint venture assignment is a 
Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Other organisation role assignment 
where the Other organisation role is Joint venture.

Non-fair valued balance sheet recognised financial liability instrumentI

A Non-fair valued balance sheet recognised financial liability instrument is a 
Balance sheet recognised financial liability instrument that is not fair valued.

Performing non-default financial asset instrument individually assessedI

*F Performing forborne exposure under probation reclassified from non-performing indicator

A Performing non-default financial asset instrument individually assessed is a Non-default 
financial asset instrument individually assessed that is classified as performing according to 
FINREP, Annex V, part 2 (213)-(239).

Non Single Supervisory Mechanism member countryR

Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for 
assets assignment according to national general accepted accounting principles (nGAAP)

S

A Long equity or fund security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for assets 
assignment according to national general accepted accounting principles (nGAAP) is a Long equity or fund 
security position Prudential portfolio assignment Accounting classification for assets assignment where the 
Accounting standard is nGAAP.

Fair valued balance sheet recognised financial liability instrumentI

* Fair value
* Accumulated changes in fair value
* Accumulated changes in fair value due to (own) credit risk
* Accumulated changes in fair value in the period
* Start date of the period
*F Fair value designation
*F Fair value hierarchy
* Fair value change

A Fair valued balance sheet recognised financial liability instrument is a 
Balance sheet recognised financial liability instrument that is fair valued.

Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Subsidiary assignmentP

*PF Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Group Reference date
*PF Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Group Reporting agent identifier
*PF Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Group identifier
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party Reference date
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Central bank and private sector company role type
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party identifier

A Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Subsidiary assignment is a 
Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Other organisation role 
assignment where the Other organisation role is Subsidiary.

Reporting agentR

*P Reporting agent identifier

A Reporting agent is an entity that is obliged to 
report data.

Property, plant and equipment not taken into possessionB

*PF Property, plant and equipment not taken into possession Reference date
*PF Property, plant and equipment not taken into possession Reporting agent identifier
*PF Held for sale indicator
*PF Subject to operating lease indicator

Property, plant and equipment not taken into possession is Property, plant and 
equipment that has not been taken into possession (by the reporting agent) as 
part of collateral recovery.

Investment property taken into possession during the periodB

Investment property taken into possession during the period is 
Investment property taken into possession that has been taken into 
possession during the period.

CurrencyR

*P Currency

Currency is a medium of exchange for goods and services. In short, it's money, in the form 
of paper or coins, usually issued by a government and generally accepted at its face value 
as a method of payment [see https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/currency.asp#axzz2CqfsX9BD].

Off-balance sheet item received instrumentI

An Off-balance sheet item received instrument is 
an Instrument role where the Instrument acts as an 
Off-balance sheet item received.

RegionR

*PF Country code
*P Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques (NUTS) region

[https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/nuts/background]
The NUTS classification (Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics) is a 
hierarchical system for dividing up the economic territory of the EU and the UK 
for the purpose of:
* The collection, development and harmonisation of European regional statistics
* Socio-economic analyses of the regions
** NUTS 1: major socio-economic regions
** NUTS 2: basic regions for the application of regional policies
** NUTS 3: small regions for specific diagnoses 
* Framing of EU regional policies
** Regions eligible for support from cohesion policy have been defined at NUTS 2 
level
** The Cohesion report has so far mainly been prepared at NUTS 2 level

Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Associate assignmentP

*PF Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Group Reference date
*PF Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Group Reporting agent identifier
*PF Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Group identifier
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party Reference date
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Central bank and private sector company role type
*PF Central bank and private sector company Party identifier

A Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Associate assignment is a 
Subsidiary, joint venture and associate Other organisation role 
assignment where the Other organisation role is Associate.

Associate (of the reporting agent)P

An Associate is an Other organisation role where the Reporting 
agent (as an Investor) has significant influence over the Other 
organisation (see International Accounting Standard (IAS) 28: 
Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures (3)).

Debt security position hedged by Over the counter (OTC) 
derivative

I

* Nominal amount

A Debt security position hedged by Over the counter (OTC) derivative 
is a Security position hedged by Over the counter (OTC) derivative 
where the Security is a Debt security.

Non-interest only financial asset instrumentI

A Non-interest-only financial asset instrument is a 
Financial asset instrument without an interest-only 
period.

Fixed interest financial asset instrumentI

A Fixed interest financial asset instrument is a 
Financial asset instrument with a fixed interest 
rate.

Performing financial asset instrument debtor assessedI

*F Performing forborne exposure under probation reclassified from non-performing indicator

A Performing financial asset instrument debtor assessed is a Financial asset instrument 
debtor assessed that is classified as performing according to FINREP, Annex V, part 2 (213)-(
239).

Investment property taken into possession before the periodB

Investment property taken into possession before the period is 
Investment property taken into possession that has been taken into 
possession before the period.

Single Supervisory Mechanism member postal codeR

Non European Union member postal codeR

*PF Country code
*P Postal code

Performing forborne exposure under probation reclassified from non-performing typeR

*P Performing forborne exposure under probation reclassified from non-performing indicator

Performing forborne exposure under probation reclassified from non-performing type specifies if 
an asset or off-balance sheet item is classified as performing forborne exposure under probation 
reclassified from non-performing according to Regulation (EU) 680/2014, Annex V, part 2.261.

Early redemptions included typeR

*P Early redemptions included indicator

Revolving loan typeR

*P Revolving loan indicator

Revolving loan type specifies if an 
instrument is considered revolving or non-
revolving.

Impairment assessment methodR

*P Impairment assessment method

The method by which the impairment is assessed,
 if the asset is subject to impairment in 
accordance with applied accounting standards. 
Collective and individual methods are 
distinguished.

Controlled by national or foreign bodiesR

*P Controlled by national or foreign bodies

Significant asset classR

*P Significant asset class

Classification into specific asset classes, like 
interest rate, equity, foreign exchange.

European Union member addressR

*PF Country code
*PF Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques (NUTS) region
*PF Postal code
*P City / town / village
*P Street

Measurement methodR

*P Measurement method

Measurement method identifies the type of 
measurement method according to IAS (See IAS 
16.30, 16.31 and IAS 40.33-55, 76).

Address (used for reporting)R

* Address type

An Address (used for reporting) is an 
Address assicated to a Party which will 
be used to extract geographical 
information about this Party.

European Union member postal codeR

* European Union member postal code type
*PF Country code
*PF Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques (NUTS) region
*P Postal code

Enterprise typeR

*P Enterprise indicator

Enterprise sizeR

*P Enterprise size

No registered Postal Code system 
party

P

*F City / town / village
*F Street
*F Country code

Balance sheet recognition statusR

*P Balance sheet recognition status

Assessment aproach for credit quality statusR

*P Assessment approach for credit quality status

Lower of cost or market (LOCOM) typeR

*P Lower of cost or market (LOCOM) indicator

An indicator specifying if an asset is classified as 
lower of cost or market (LOCOM).

Area where the enitty is located according to SHSR

*P Area where the entity is located according to SHS

Accrued interests for market values typeR

*P Accrued interests for market values indicator

Accounting treatment (IFRS Group)R

*P Accounting treatment (IFRS Group)

Non European Union member partyP

*F City / town / village
*F Street
*F Postal code
*F Country code

Non-performing prior to forbearance typeR

*P Non-performing prior to forbearance indicator

Non-performing prior to forbearance specifies if an 
asset is classified as non-performing prior to 
forbearance according to Regulation (EU) 680/2014, 
Annex V, part 2.263.

European Union member partyP

*F Country code
*F Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques (NUTS) region
*F City / town / village
*F Street
*F Postal code

Accounting hedge typeR

*P Accounting hedge indicator

Held for sale typeR

*P Held for sale indicator

Held for sale  indicates the Non-current assets and instruments in disposal 
groups classified as held for sale in accordance with IFRS5. Is not applicable 
under national GAAP based on BAD.

Eligible for central bank funding typeR

*P Eligible for central bank funding indicator

Revocable typeR

*P Revocable indicator

Revocable type specifies if the commitment 
is revocable or not.

Subject to operating lease typeR

*P Subject to operating lease indicator

Specifies if an object is subject to operating 
lease or not.

Debt financing according to AnaCredit indicatorR

*P Debt financing according to AnaCredit indicator

Source of encumbranceR

*P Source of encumbrance

Source of encumbrance is a type of 
transaction in which the exposure is 
encumbered in accordance with 
Implementing Regulation (EU) No 680/2014. 
An asset will be treated as encumbered if 
it has been pledged or if it is subject 
to any form of arrangement to secure, 
collateralise or credit enhance any 
instrument from which it cannot be freely 
withdrawn.

Accounting treatmentR

*P Accounting treatment (CRR Group)

Non Single Supervisory Mechanism member postal codeR

Approach for prudential purposesR

*P Approach for prudential purposes

Non European Union member addressR

*PF Postal code
*PF Country code
*P City / town / village
*P Street

Impairment statusR

*P Impairment status

Type of impairment recorded in 
accordance with the accounting standard 
– IFRS or national GAAP.

Purchased credit-impaired typeR

*P Purchased credit-impaired indicator

Registered postal code system partyP

* Registered postal code system party type

No registered Postal Code system 
address

R

*PF Country code
*P City / town / village
*P Street

Original maturityR

*P Original maturity

Listed indicatorR

*P Listed indicator

Security statusR

*P Security status

Security levelR

*P Security level

Non-fair valued exchange tradable derivative 
liability position

S

An Exchange tradable derivative liability position is 
an Exchange tradable derivative position role which 
is not Fair valued.

Primary protection provider indicatorR

*P Primary protection provider indicator

Institutional sectorR

*P Institutional sector

Fair valued exchange tradable derivative liability positionS

*F Fair value hierarchy
* Accumulated changes in fair value

An Exchange tradable derivative liability position is an Exchange 
tradable derivative position role which is Fair valued.

Immediate parent undertakingR

*P Immediate parent undertaking

Syndicated financial contract 
member

C

*F Syndicated contract identifier

Syndicated financial contract 
member is a Financial contract 
that is part of a Syndicated 
contract.

ECA / ECAIR

*P Export Credit Agency (ECA) / External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI)

Exchange tradable derivative asset positionS

* Exchange tradable derivative asset position type

An Exchange tradable derivative asset position is 
an Exchange tradable derivative position role 
where the Exchange tradable derivative position 
acts in the role of an asset position.

Main debtor typeR

*P Main debtor indicator

Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community (NACE)R

*P Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community (NACE)

Treatment of securitised / transfered assets in balance sheetR

*P Treatment of securitised / transfered assets in balance sheet

PurposeR

*P Purpose

Syndicated contractC

*P Syndicated contract identifier

Syndicated contract is the overall contract 
of the syndication in the administration of 
the lead arranger of the syndicated contract.

Retail exposure according to CRR, 
Article 123 (b) type

R

*P Retail exposure according to CRR, Article 123 (b) indicator

Initial exposure class of the securityR

*P Initial exposure class of the security

Payment frequencyR

*P Payment frequency

Significant risk transfer typeR

*P Significant risk transfer indicator

Pulling effect typeR

*P Pulling effect indicator

Primary asset classificationR

*P Primary asset classification

Fair value designationR

*P Fair value designation

Defines the reason to irrevocably designate a non derivative financial instrument at fair value 
through profit or loss (use of fair value option). Is not applicable for nGAAP based on BAD.

Immediate parent according to AnaCredit typeR

*P Immediate parent according to AnaCredit indicator

Project finance loan typeR

*P Project finance loan indicator

Short term credit assessment typeR

*P Short term credit assessment indicator

Legal formR

*P Legal form

Simple, transparent and standardised (STS) securitisation typeR

*P Simple, transparent and standardised (STS) securitisation indicator

Repayment rightsR

*P Repayment rights

Fair value hierarchyR

*P Fair value hierarchy

Single financial contractC

Single financial contract is a 
Financial contract that is not part 
of a Syndicated contract.

Exchange tradable derivative liability positionS

* Exchange tradable derivative liability position type

An Exchange tradable derivative liability position is an 
Exchange tradable derivative position role where the 
Exchange tradable derivative position acts in the role of a 
liability position.

Reference rateR

*P Reference rate

RankR

*P Rank

High liquidity and credit quality (HQLA) typeR

*P High liquidity and credit quality (HQLA) indicator

Security guarantee levelR

*P Security guarantee level

Balance sheet recognised exchange tradable 
derivative asset position

S

Fair value change
Fair value

*F Accounting classification
Carrying amount

*F Prudential portfolio type

An Exchange tradable derivative asset position 
is an Exchange tradable derivative position role 
which is balance sheet recognised.

Structured note typeR

*P Structured note indicator

Renegotiation statusR

*P Renegotiation status

Non-balance sheet recognised exchange 
tradable derivative asset position

S

An Exchange tradable derivative asset position 
is an Exchange tradable derivative position 
role which is not balance sheet recognised.

Enterprise size (calculated)R

*P Enterprise size (calculated)

Re-securitisation typeR

*P Re-securitisation indicator

Legal proceeding statusR

*P Legal proceeding status

Fair value option designationR

*P Fair value option designation

Exchange tradable derivative position roleS

*P Exchange tradable derivative position role type
*PF Seller Party identifier
*PF Seller Party role type
*PF Buyer Party Reference date
*PF Buyer Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Buyer Party identifier
*PF Buyer Party role type
*PF Seller Party Reference date
*PF Seller Party Reporting agent identifier
*PF Exchange tradable derivative Security identifier
*PF Exchange tradable derivative Security Reference date
*PF Exchange tradable derivative Security Reporting agent identifier

An Exchange tradable derivative position role is an Exchange tradable 
derivative position acting in a specific role.

Forbearance statusR

*P Forbearance status

Exposure with recourse typeR

*P Exposure with recourse indicator

Other financial liability (as reported in FINREP) is still 
missing.
@Commercial banks: which products are currently 
comprised in Other financial liabilities?
Shall we create a separate Instrument to cover products 
comprised in Other financial liabilities?

Even though a lot of thought was put into 
this part of the model, it was 
acknowladged by the Work Stream on 
Data Modelling that an expert should 
review it.

Synthetic securitisations involving 
an SSPE have not been modeled 
so far.

Are there use cases for Repurchase 
agreements where Equity or Fund 
securities are involved?

Credit transfer other than Securitisation 
and Covered bond program has not been 
modeled so far.

Detailed analysis of Security against a fee 
borrowing and lending transaction regarding 
the representation of the fee - currently as 
Securities borrowing and lending transaction 
cash as collateral component - is required.

The relationship to a Swap 
contract has to be discussed.
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